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Aqua Dumbbells
 The number one aqua fitness product. These 

dumbbells provide great resistance when submerged. 

Perfect for improving upper body strength. Durable 

plastic handles and lightweight EVA foam. 

Double Disc – Heavy Resistance
Length: 31cm, Diameter: 15cm 

 18-476      pr   $51.50

Single Disc – Light Resistance
Length: 21cm, Diameter: 15cm 

 18-477      pr   $31.50

Water Noodle Kit
 A simple way to buy and store bulk packs of 

water noodles. 

Kit includes:

� 20 HART Water Noodles – 150cm

� 1 HART Water Noodle Bag

Colours may vary. 

 18-722   Water Noodle Kit   ea   $145.00
 18-718   Bag only   ea   $30.00

Water Noodle
 High density solid foam noodles are perfect for water 

exercises in the pool.

Colours may vary. This item attracts extra freight 

charges due to its length. In order to minimise freight 

costs we suggest ordering as many as possible at 

once so only one freight charge is incurred. 

 18-721   50cm x 7cm diameter   ea   $3.00
 18-720   150cm x 7cm diameter   ea   $6.50

Bone Water 
Dumbbells
 These dumbbells provide a different style of 

resistance than the traditional floatation style 

water dumbbells. The bone shape allows the 

user to vary the resistance with underwater 

exercises by angling the dumbbells to change 

the water displaced during arm movements. 

Ribbed handles for extra grip. 

Size: 34cm x 17cm x 7cm. 

 18-414      pr   $27.50

AQUA FITNESS

BUY KIT

150cm

50cm

34cm

31cm 21cm
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Buoyancy Belt
 Comfortable, one piece belt made from high quality 

foam keeps the jogger upright in the water allowing 

you to breathe normally while performing a range of 

exercises in deep water. Perfect for low impact training 

and rehabilitation. Adjustable waist with fast clip. 

Round Hand Buoyancy
 Made from high quality soft touch EVA foam. Round 

shape for multiple aqua fitness and rehab exercises. 

Easy to grip which is great for beginners and the elderly. 

Size: 18cm diameter. 

 18-435      pr   $13.50
     

Ultra Aqua Gloves
 Fantastic for aqua fitness and low impact upper 

body conditioning underwater. Constructed with 

a combination of 1.5mm neoprene and lycra for 

maximum durability. Closed thumb and open finger 

design with velcro wrist strap for quick and easy on 

and off. One size fits most. Size: 23cm Long 

 18-442-L      pr   $13.90

Aquatic Weights
 Great for increasing the intensity of deep water running as well as maintaining 

a correct upright position. Can also be used on the wrists for aqua classes. 

Neoprene outer casing filled with specially designed anti-rust iron sand. 

Fastened with a plastic clip and adjustable webbing straps. 

    18-395-1   2 x 500g   pr   $15.90
  18-395-2   2 x 1kg   pr   $17.90

Wet Gear Bag
 Handy for storing wet gear as the water can 

drain away from equipment. Drawstring closure 

with carry tab and shoulder strap. Vinyl panel 

for added strength. Use it to carry any HART 

Kickboards, Fins, Goggles, Paddles, Pull Buoys, 

Masks or Snorkels.

Size: 67cm (L) x 45cm (W) 

 18-231      ea   $14.90

Large (Over 100kg)
 18-426-L   Length 76cm   ea   $34.50
Medium (71-100kg)
 18-426-M   Length 72cm   ea   $33.50
Small (46-70kg)
 18-426-S   Length: 68cm   ea   $32.50

Aqua Boxing Gloves
 Add variety to your aqua sessions with these 

Aqua Boxing Gloves. These gloves provide 

resistance under the water without requiring a 

strong grip – fantastic for the elderly or those with 

arthritis or any gripping problems. 

 18-413      pr   $16.50
     

1kg

     

For SWIMMING
TRAINING AIDS

Click here

500g
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Mini Balance Trainer
 The dome is excellent for balance training, rehabilitation and sports conditioning. Features a 

non-slip base and can be used curved or flat side up. Includes pump. Supports up to 135kg. 

Size: 45cm diameter x 15cm (H). 

 2-048       ea   $109.00

Pro Balance Trainer
 An essential part of any training facility, these inflatable domes are used for balance 

training, core stability, rehabilitation and athletic & sports conditioning. Features a heavy 

duty base with a non-slip PVC mat cover and a low profile ball made from high-tech 

anti burst material. Supports up to 145kg and can be used curved or flat side up. Pump 

included. Diameter: 60cm. 

Height: Approximately 20cm when inflated.

Not recommended for heavy commercial use.   

 2-045        ea     $199.00

Pro Balance Trainer

training, core stability, rehabilitation and athletic & sports conditioning. Features a heavy 

Height: Approximately 20cm when inflated.

Not recommended for heavy commercial use.   

 2-045        ea     

Balance Trainer
 Designed to integrate balance and 

flexibility into every aspect of fitness, sport 

performance and rehabilitation. This dynamic 

training device adds versatility and challenge 

including cardio, strength training, athletic 

& sports conditioning and core training. 

Supports up to 120kg and can be used 

curved or flat side up. Includes detachable 

resistance cords. Recommended for use only 

on flat surface. Includes pump. Diameter: 

55cm

Height: Approximately 25cm when inflated.

Not recommended for commercial use. 

 2-046        ea   $145.00

BALANCE &

CORE STRENGTH

60cm dia

55cm dia

45cm dia
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Wobble Cushion Set
 Test your balance skills with this colourful wobble 

disc set. Great for developing balance and stability 

while being fun at the same time! Improve posture by 

sitting on a wobble cushion or use for rehabilitation 

and increasing the difficulty of core exercises. 

Supports up to 80kg each. 

Size: 33cm diameter.  

 2-099        set of 4    $89.50

Eco Balance Disc
 High quality balance disc constructed 

completely of non-toxic materials. PVC, 

Phthalate, Latex and Chloride Free! A very 

versatile "eco-friendly" piece of equipment 

that looks great and has a heavy duty feel. 

Ribbed on both sides. Inflation can be 

adjusted to suit individual needs. Supports 

up to 135kg. Size: 36cm diameter. Colour: 

Light Blue. 

 2-049       ea   $31.50

Balance Disc
 Extremely versatile, compact and portable 

training tool. Excellent for balance, strength 

and rehabilitation exercises. Build core 

strength using one or two cushions for push 

ups, squats and lunges. Exercise difficulty 

can be adjusted by increasing or decreasing 

the amount of air pressure in the cushion. 

One side has pimple finish. Supports up to 

135kg. Size: 34cm diameter. Colour: Green. 

 2-044       ea   $22.50

Bucket of Foot Pods
 12 Foot pods in a 20 litre bucket. 

 41-251        ea    $110.00

Foot Pods
 Dome shaped pods improve dynamic 

balance, body awareness and coordination. 

Use flat side down or up for varied levels 

of difficulty. Ideal for gym, studio or field 

training. A fun way to improve your overall 

balance and agility. Pimple domed surface 

provides grip for the feet to prevent slipping. 

Pods are inflatable so pressure can be 

regulated to individual requirements. 

Size: 16cm(diameter) x 8cm(H). 

 2-047-B   Blue   ea   $8.50
 2-047-G   Green   ea   $8.50
 2-047-R     Red    ea    $8.50
 2-047-Y     Yellow     ea    $8.50

33cm dia

34cm dia

36cm dia

16cm dia

Set of 4
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Soft Wobble Board
 Feel the difference! The unique design of the TPE covered platform is large and very 

comfortable for bare feet. Foam base provides a 'wobble' challenge for all levels 

of user. Great alternative to traditional style wobble boards. Colour: Marble Blue. 

Platform dimensions: 60cm (L) x 39cm (W) x 2cm (H) 

Foam Base: 20cm diameter x 12cm(H). 

 6-634      ea   $95.00

Wobble Board
 Heavy duty design with pimple upper surface. Utilise the stabilising muscles in your lower 

body to increase balance and stability. Great for rehabilitation work. Increase the tilt range by 

extending the balancing pivot. Supports up to 100kg.  Diameter: 40cm. Height can be adjusted 

between 6cm and 7cm. 

 6-636      ea   $29.90

Foam Balance Beam
 Use with the narrow or wide side up depending on 

level of ability. Place multiple beams end to end or 

in any formation to suit your needs. 

Size: 95cm (L) x 19/11cm (W) x 6cm (H) 

 2-060      ea   $55.00

Mini Balance Pad
 Compact size, suitable for single hand or foot 

exercises. 

Size:  35cm (L) x 21cm (W) x 6cm (H) 

 6-709      ea  $19.90

Super Soft Balance
 Super soft foam acts as an unstable base so your 
stabilising muscles work harder.  Ideal for balance, 
rehabilitation and coordination.

Foam Balance Pad
 Use one or two pads for exercises such as squats, 

lunges, push ups and much more. 

Size: 38cm (L) x 48cm (W) x 6cm (H) 

 6-711      ea   $55.006cm thick

6cm thick
95cm long

40cm dia

Height adjusts
from 6-7cm

Extra 
wide & wobbly

6cm thick
95cm long
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Abdominal Wheel
 Very popular tool for developing abdominal 

and core strength. Brace your abs and 

roll in and out from your knees (or feet 

for advanced users). Heavy duty design 

featuring ergo handles and an extra wide 5cm 

polypropylene wheel with rubber cover. 

Wheel diameter: 18cm. 

 6-274      ea   $17.50

Sliding Discs
 Completely portable and versatile tool allows you to add 

another dimension to your workout. Engage your core and 

improve your stabilising muscles while performing any range 

of upper or lower body exercises. Suitable for use on most 

surfaces.

Diameter: 18cm 

 6-278      pr  $12.50

FABRIC SIDE

For use on
smooth surfaces

SMOOTH SIDE

For use on carpets

Ab Mat
 Ab mats enhance spinal support to improve 

comfort during floor exercises. Increased 

activation of lower abdominal muscles will 

help improve core strength. High density 

foam with durable vinyl cover.

Size: 36cm x 30cm x 8cm. 

 6-586        ea   $21.50

Power Wheel
  Strap your feet in or use the power wheel with your hands for an intense ab workout. Move 

in any direction to target all core muscles. Latex loops ensure your feet won't slip out. Heavy 

duty design featuring ergo handles.

50cm in length with an extra wide 50mm rubber covered wheel. Wheel diameter: 31.5cm. 

  6-790       ea    $48.00 31.5cm dia

18cm dia

18cm dia
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Cross Mount
 Small and sturdy attachment for suspension 

trainers and similar apparatus. The cross mount 

is a discrete and simple anchor point that can be 

attached to most surfaces. 

Fixing bolts not included.

Size 9.5cm (dia) x 7cm (H) 

 6-443      ea   $7.50

Ab Slings
 Ideal for rehab for those with wrist or elbow injuries. These slings are very 

effective for strengthening, tightening and toning the abdominals. Designed 

to hang from a chin up bar or power rack via extra large locking carabiners, 

rest your upper arms in the padded 12cm wide slings to perform a range of 

ab exercises.  

 6-726        pr  $49.00

Web Trainer
 The ultimate portable, bodyweight training tool. Attach to a beam, wall, tree or door and use 

your bodyweight to perform hundreds of exercises.

Features:

� Heavy duty webbing with foam covered handles plus webbing foot loops.

� Straps adjustable from 100cm to 145cm (total length from "D" clip to end of foot loop).

� 70cm anchor strap with snaplock hooks on both ends.

� Door anchor strap.

� Mesh carry bag.

� Weight limit: 150kg  

 6-751       set  $69.50

Gym Rings
 Fantastic apparatus for increasing upper 

body and core strength. Pull ups and dips 

take on a whole new dimension with these 

rings while muscle ups and iron crosses 

are a true test of strength. ABS Rings are 

235mm in diameter and 27.5mm thick. 

Webbing straps are 25mm thick x 6m long 

which gives a maximum hang height of 

3m. The steel cam buckle allows for easy 

adjustments and the embroidery on the 

straps can be used to match heights 

between the two rings. Max load rating: 

250kg.  

 6-762        pr  $99.00

BODYWEIGHT EXERCISE

WEB
TRAINER

Bodyweight Exercise 264 All prices include GST.
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Push-up Grips
 Ease pressure on wrists and allow for 

greater stretch and range of motion for 

strengthening chest, shoulders and arms. 

Features soft foam grips and wide stable 

bases, which can be removed for transport. 

Height: 13cm. 

 6-552      pr   $24.90

Porta Bars
 One of the most convenient and versatile 

products available for bodyweight training. 

Perfect to take outdoors for group training 

or keep them in the corner of the gym. 

Hundreds of exercises can be performed 

based on a variety of dips, rows, squats, 

push ups and jumps.

38mm diameter tubing with durable rubber 

grips.

Each bar is 70cm high x 60cm wide. 

Bases are 40cm long with non-slip rubber 

feet. 2 x bars included. 

Total weight: 10kg (each bar is 5kg) 

 6-766      pr  $109.00

Fitness Wall Bar
 Elegant wooden design made in Germany with integrated folding 

arms. 10 bars offer various grip positions and different angles for 

stretching and bodyweight exercises. Can be used in combination 

with resistance bands for a multifunction training station for the 

entire body. 

� Max load weight for pull out handle: 120kg.

� Height: 230cm (fully upright).

� Width: 80cm. Depth: 13cm. Weight 21kg. 

� Distance between bars: 17.7cm. 

 6-782    ea  $579.00

Parallettes
 With these heavy duty steel parallettes you can 

perform anything from bodyweight exercises to 

explosive and weighted movements. Easy to move 

and store with a maximum user weight of 200kg. 

Iron tube with powder coated finish are 38mm in 

diameter.

Each bar is 58cm (L) x 35cm (W) x 30cm (H) 

 6-737      pr  $89.00

CALCULATE YOUR
BULKY FREIGHT

ONLINE

Bodyweight ExerciseAll prices include GST. Bulky items with  have extra freight charges. 265Bulky items with  have extra freight charges. 
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Excellent performance
and comfort

BOXING FOR FITNESS

Impact Boxing Gloves
 Suitability: Sparring, bag work and fitness training

Material: Highest quality leather with padded lining

Foam: Triple layered foam padding for the ultimate shock 

absorption and comfort

Wrist Strap: Continuous moulded cuff with full wrap around for 

support 

Features: Mesh panel for better ventilation 

Impact Focus Pads
 Material: Highest quality leather construction

Padding: 40mm thick foam with 10mm Gel Face 

pad for the ultimate shock absorption

Features: Hook and loop strap with a moulded 

palm for maximum control and comfort 

 $79.00
pair 6-802 

$79.00 
pair

 6-801 
 6-800  12oz 

 16oz 

Train Hard Boxing Glove
 Suitability: Bag work and fitness training

Material: Genuine leather construction

Foam: Injection moulded foam for excellent shape retention and protection

Features: Mesh palm for better ventilation

Wrist Strap: Continuous moulded cuff with full wrap around for support 

Train Hard Focus Pads
 Material: Genuine leather construction

Padding: 40mm high density, multi-layered foam

Features: Mesh finger cover for protection and breathability 

 $59.00
pair 6-806 

 $59.00 
pair

 6-804 

 6-805 

 6-803  10oz 

 12oz 

 16oz 
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Get Fit Boxing Gloves
 Suitability: Fitness training and beginners

Material: High quality PU construction for durability

Foam: Triple layered foam padding for shock absorption and 

comfort

Features: Mesh panel for better ventilation

Wrist Strap: Continuous moulded cuff with full wrap around 

for support 

TX-3 Boxing Gloves
 Suitability: Beginners and personal fitness training. 

Materials: Durable PU construction

Foam: Injection moulded for shape retention and protection

Wrist Strap: Continuous moulded cuff with full wrap around 

for support 

Get Fit Focus Pads
 Material: High quality PU construction for durability

Padding: 40mm layered foam provides great shock absorption

Features: Mesh finger cover for protection and breathability 

TX-3 Focus Pads
 Suitable for: Beginners and personal fitness training. 

Materials: Durable PU construction

Padding: 40mm layered foam provides great shock absorption

Features: Curved design for support and a large gripping ball 

for comfort and easy handling. 

 $49.00
pair 6-810 

 $35.00
pair 6-834 

 6-808 

 6-809 

 $49.00
pair 6-807  10oz 

 12oz 

 16oz 

 $35.00
pair 6-811  12oz 

 $59.50
pair 6-469 

HYBRID
GLOVE/PAD

For fast switch over.

Works as gloves and pads!

 � High quality leather. 

� Padded palm and thumb act as focus pads for 

continuous light punching workouts without having 

to change gloves and pads. 

� Double hook and loop wrist strap. 

� Fully attached thumb with extra padding. 

Boxing for FitnessAll prices include GST. 267
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Aero Pads
 Ultimate training tool for focusing on 

precision and speed work. Lightweight 

design with gripping ball for comfort. High 

quality PU construction. 40mm shock 

absorbing foam 

 6-821    pr  $45.00

Jumbo Pads
 Ideal glove for PT's, the larger size protects 

you while training beginner boxers. Curved 

face with gripping ball and wrist strap provides 

support and comfort. 40mm thick, shock 

absorbing foam. 

 6-820    pr  $49.00

Bag Mitt
 Comfortable and convenient glove suitable for bag 

work and boxing for fitness. 

Material: High quality PU construction

Foam: Pre-curved, layered foam for optimal fit and 

shock absorption

Wrist Strap: Wrap around strap for wrist support

Features: Mesh palm for ventilation 

 6-814   Small   pr  $29.00
 6-815   Medium   pr  $29.00
 6-816   Large   pr  $29.00

MMA Training Gloves
 Ideal glove for mixed boxing fitness training. 

Material: High quality PU construction with padded 

knuckle for shock absorption and protection. 

Features: Open thumb and palm allows freedom of 

use for mixed training. 

Wrist Strap: Wrap around strap keeps gloves secure 

with a hook and loop strap for easy on and off. 

 6-817   Small   pr   $25.90
 6-818   Medium   pr   $25.90
 6-819   Large   pr   $25.90

Noodle Boffer
 High density solid fom noodle, great for speed 

and accuracy training. Super lightweight, these 

are a great alternative to pad training, reducing 

the impact on wrists.

Size: 50cm (L) x 7cm dia 

 18-721    ea  $3.00

and accuracy training. Super lightweight, these 

Black
 7-203-L   Large   pr   $3.90
 7-203-M   Medium   pr   $3.90
 7-203-S   Small   pr   $3.90

Fingerless Inners
 These fingerless gloves are hygienic and 

cool. Made from high quality cotton. 

 7-204-L   Large   pr   $2.90
 7-204-M   Medium   pr   $2.90
 7-204-S   Small   pr   $2.90

Full Cotton Inners 
 These gloves are made from high quality, 

hygienic cotton. 

Hand Wraps
 Stretch cotton hand wraps with velcro 

closure and thumb attachment. 50mm wide. 

3.7m unstretched and approximately 4.5m 

when stretched. 

Colours may vary. 

 6-420      pr   $7.50

Quick Hand Wraps
 Padded knuckles for maximum protection. 

Extra-long wrist strap provides support. Hook 

and loop strap for easy on and off. 

 6-827   Small   pr  $10.90
 6-828   Medium   pr  $10.90
 6-829   Large   pr  $10.90

 7-205-L   Large   pr   $3.20
 7-205-M   Medium   pr   $3.20
 7-205-S   Small   pr   $3.20

White
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Ultimate Junior Boxing Set
The perfect starter set for the junior boxing enthusiast.

Boxing Bag size: 75cm (L) x 30cm diameter 

Weight: approx 15kg.

 6-160      set   $59.00

Includes: 

� 1 Boxing Bag (with swivel and hook)

� 1 Pair Curved Boxing Mitts 

� 1 Nylon Skipping Rope   

Junior Punching 
Ball
 Freestanding solid PU speedball on spring 

return stem. Height selection in six positions 

adjustable from 110cm to 137cm. Heavy duty 

plastic base can be filled with water or sand to 

add stability. Suitable for indoor or outdoor use. 

Gloves not included.

Some assembly required. 

 9-874      ea  $69.00

Junior Pro Boxing Gloves
 Suitability: Designed specifically for smaller hands

Material: High quality PU Construction for durability

Foam: Triple layered, contoured shape for safe, natural hand 

position

Wrist Strap: Full wrap around strap for wrist support 

 6-812   8oz   pr $29.00

Junior Pro Focus Pads
 Suitability: Designed specifically for smaller hands

Material: High quality PU construction for durability

Padding: 40mm layered foam for impact absorption

Features: Curved design for support and comfort 

 6-813    pr $39.00

Designed for small 
hands to enjoy the 

benefits of boxing for 
fitness. 

Junior Pro 
Boxing Pack
 Great starter kit for juniors in a handy 

mesh carry bag. 

 1 x Boxing Gloves 8oz

1 x Focus Pads pr pads

1 x Eclipse Squad Bag 

 6-848    kit  $79.00
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x 3x 3x 3x 3

Group Boxing Kit
- for 6 people -

Genuine leather gloves and focus pads providing 
ultimate shock absorption, comfort and durability. 
Ideal for sparring classes and bag work.

 $440 
kit  6-840 x 1

x 6x 6x 6x 6
Team Boxing Kit

- for 12 people -

 $659 
 kit  6-845 

x 1

x 3x 3x 3x 3

Group Boxing Kit
- for 6 people -

Contains all the high quality gear 
you need to incorporate boxing 
into your training and group 
fitness sessions. Heavy duty 
carry bag means this kit can go 
anywhere, anytime.

 $330 
 kit  6-841 

x 1

BOXING KITS
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x 10x 10x 10x 10

Mega Boxing Kit
- for up to 20 people -

The ultimate glove and focus pad pack for 
bootcamps or personal trainers. Full set allows 
each person to be hitting or catching.

 $665 
 kit  6-849 x 2

x 6x 6x 6x 6
Team Boxing Kit

- for 12 people -

 $550 
 kit  6-846 

x 1

x 3x 3x 3x 3

Group Boxing Kit
- for 6 people -

Everything you need to get started 
for a boxing session. Ideal for PT's 
or gyms, the kit contains enough 
pads and gloves for a team training 
session.  

 $279 
 kit  6-842 

x 1

TX-3
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Beam Punch 
Bag Hanger
 Easily turn any sturdy, exposed 

beam or pole into a mount for 

heavy bags. Simply wrap the 

hanger around the beam, attach 

your bag and you are ready to go. 

Hanger supports up to 40kgs. 

 6-833      ea   $29.50

Pro Jumbo Punch Bag
 Extra large diameter bags have a larger hitting area and extra weight to reduce swing 

when punched or kicked. Foam lined for comfort and safety. Includes a heavy duty, 

4-way hanging chain with swivel, plus added feature of tie down loops on bottom of 

bag (Tie down straps (6-158) can be purchased separately). Rag filled. 

Diameter: 42cm. 

 6-155    120cm (L) – approx 46-48kg   ea   $179.00
 6-156    150cm (L) – approx 60-62kg   ea  $209.00
 6-157   180cm (L) – approx 70-75kg   ea   $249.00

42m dia

4-way hanging

chain with swivel
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Pro Punch Bag 
Bracket
 Extra heavy duty design recommended for 

punch bags above 25kg. 80cm extension 

arm. Top bracket is 59cm wide. Bottom 

bracket is 20cm wide. 60kg rating. 

 6-437      ea   $125.00
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Maxi Ceiling Hook
 Extremely heavy duty ceiling hook, ideal 

for holding punch bags. U shaped bolt with 

swinging hook reduces the force and impact 

on the weld when the boxing bag is swinging. 

Powder coated with 10mm thick steel mount 

plate and 1cm wide holes, suitable for 

dynabolts (Bolts not included). Suitable to 

hold 100kg. 

 6-047      ea   $69.00

Tie-Down Strap
 Can be used to secure HART Pro Punch 

Bags to the ground to prevent the bag 

swinging excessively. 1m long stretch cord 

with snaplock hooks at each end. 

 6-158      ea   $10.50

Punch Bag Swivel
 Snaplock hooks to attach bags to overhead 

chains or ceiling hooks. Swivel design eases 

strain on punch bag straps. 

 6-042      ea   $10.90

Cross Mount
 Small and sturdy attachment for suspension 

trainers and similar apparatus. The cross 

mount is a discrete and simple anchor point 

that can be attached to most surfaces. 

Fixing bolts not included.

Size 9.5cm (dia) x 7cm (H) 

 6-443      ea   $7.50

Punch Bag Chain 
with Swivel
 4 way split chain with swivel and snaplock 

hooks. Eases pressure on punch bag hanging 

straps. 

 6-043      ea   $18.90

Wrecking Bag
 Ultimate tool for training all angles. Perfect for ducking and 

weaving while throwing uppercuts, knees and elbows. Heavy 

duty double stitched PU bag with reinforced joints. Includes a 

heavy duty, 4-way hanging chain with swivel. Rag Filled. 

Size: 60cm (L) x 54cm diameter. 

Weight: approx 35kg.  

  6-832      ea   $89.00

Uppercut Bag
 Unique shape is designed specifically for allowing punches at all 

angles and mastering body shots. Heavy duty double stitched PU 

bag with reinforced joints. Includes a heavy duty, 6-way hanging 

chain with swivel. Features a tie down loop on the bottom of the 

bag (tie down straps (6-158) can be purchased separately). Rag 

Filled. 

Size: 105cm (L) x 45/30cm diameter. 

Weight: approx 33kg. 

  6-831        ea $139.00

Straight Punch Bag
 Heavy duty double stitched PU bag with reinforced joints. 

25mm foam lining for comfort, shock absorption and uniform 

shape. Includes a heavy duty, 4-way hanging chain with swivel. 

Features a tie down loop on the bottom of the bag (tie down 

straps (6-158) can be purchased separately). Rag Filled. Bag is 

half black, half red. 

Size: 120cm (L) x 30cm diameter. 

Weight: approx 25kg. 

6-830      ea $99.00
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Leather Wall Mounted Bag
 Heavy duty, dense foam with quality leather covering. Raised white areas for target and combo 

punching. Strong metal backing plate attaches to wall. 

Size: 61cm(H) x 40cm(W) x 50cm diameter. 

Wall fixing bolts not included. 

6-044       ea   $259.00

Punch Bag 
on Base
 Free standing, PVC foam Boxing 

Trainer with steel frame and 

rubber shaft support. Pressurised 

bag stem for optimal resistance. 

Includes base spring cover for 

added safety and flex limitation. 

Height: 195cm. Bag Dimensions: 

132cm(H) x 42cm diameter.

High impact base can be filled with 

sand or water for stability. Base 

tank is 35cm(H) x 82cm diameter 

and weighs 140kg when filled.  

  6-453     ea  $595.00

Bounce Back Punch Bag
 Sharpen your reflexes and increase your endurance with our HART Bounce Back Punch Bag. 

Whether you're training for Boxing or MMA, this bag is designed to be able to take numerous 

hard hits. PE Foam filled body covered with 1000 dernier PVC provides the perfect balance of 

resistance and shock absorption. Freestanding bag removes the need for brackets or mounts. 

Specially designed base pre-filled with iron granules, the bag will always bounce back up no 

matter hard the punch. Weight: 46kg

Body: 128cm (H) x 34cm dia

Base: 34cm (H) x 48cm dia  

TX-3 Boxing Set
 The perfect set to get yourself fighting fit in no time. Includes a 90cm PVC boxing bag, swivel, 

gloves and skipping rope. Great addition to your home gym. Boxing mitts have an open thumb 

to allow for mixed training - go straight from the bag to the skipping rope and get your heart 

pumping!

Features: 

90cm PVC Boxing Bag with swivel

Curved PVC boxing mitts

3m Nylon rope

Bag Weight: Approx 20-25kg 

 6-835   set  $85.00

 6-445   ea  $475.00
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Speedball Wall Frame
 Suitable for speedballs up to 14". Complete with a powder 

coated steel frame and 12mm thick, 59cm diameter board. 

Professional swivel and fixing bolts included. 

 6-440      ea   $79.50

Speedball or Floor to 
Ceiling Bladders
 Suits HART Speedballs and Floor to Ceiling balls. 

 6-448   Small balls   ea   $5.50
 6-449   Large balls   ea   $9.00

Professional 
Swivel
 Heavy duty design with chrome finish. 

Ideal for heavy use. 

 6-446    ea  $14.90

Boxing Headgear
  � High profile, dual layer protective padding 

featured on the brow, cheek, temple and chin. 

� Full face cover designed to allow for maximum 

vision. 

� Mesh lining for sweat absorption and comfort. 

� Fully adjustable with fast fit hook and loop 

system. 

� High quality PU construction. 

 6-822    Small/Medium  ea  $49.00
 6-823    Large/X-Large  ea  $49.00

Back view

Mesh Kit Bag
 Lightweight, mesh bags are fantastic for transporting and storing boxing gloves, 

mitts and focus pads. Mesh design allows maximum airflow. Handy end zippered 

compartments for storage of small personal items. 

Large Bag
 6-461   Size: 88cm(L) x 36cm(W) x 32cm(H)   ea  $15.50
Small Bag
 6-462   Size: 70cm(L) x 36cm(W) x 32cm(H)   ea  $13.90

PVC Skipping Rope
  Traditional PVC rope with ball bearing swivels. 

 6-298-2.7   2.7m   ea  $7.90
 6-298-3     3m    ea   $8.90

Speed Rope
 Extra lightweight speed rope perfect for double 

unders. Adjustable length with metal ball bearing 

for extra fast rotations. Lightweight plastic handles 

and PVC coated steel wire cable.

Length adjustable up to 3m. 

 6-555        ea   $16.90

Full range of

ROPES

Click here

Speedball
 Hand stitched, all leather design for superior 

shape and durability. Super latex bladder. 

Reinforced loop. 

 Large – 35cm (L) x 23cm (dia) 

 6-435    ea   $49.00
 Small – 25cm (L) x 18cm (dia) 

 6-430    ea   $39.00

Floor to Ceiling Ball
 Hand stitched, all leather design for superior shape and 

durability. Super latex bladder, adjustable rubber straps and 

reinforced loops. 

 Large – 35cm (L) x 25cm (dia) 

 6-433    ea   $79.00

Adjustable Floor to Ceiling Straps
 Replacement straps with snaplock hooks and adjustable loop. 

 6-451     pr   $19.90

Speedball
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Train Hard Punch/Kick Pad
 High density foam. Absorbs the hardest punches and kicks. 

Covered in heavy duty vinyl.

Size: 71cm (L) x 36cm (W) x 13cm (T) 

 6-460      ea   $135.00

Curved Kick Shield
 High quality PU construction featuring triple 

layered foam for superior shock protection. 

Size: 65cm (L) x 38cm (W) x 10cm (T) 

 6-826      ea   $79.00

Round Shield
 High quality PU construction punch pad 

with triple layered foam for superior shock 

protection. 

Size: 40cm diameter x 20cm thick. 

 6-824      ea   $65.00

Curved Thai Pad
 High quality PU construction featuring triple 

layered foam for superior shock protection. 

Rear forearm pad with mesh, moisture wick 

lining for increased comfort and sweat 

absorption. Dual adjustable forearm straps 

for an easy, customised fit. Heavy duty 

leather grip bar. 

Size: 40cm (L) x 21cm (W) x 8cm (T) 

 6-825      ea   $59.00
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Trunk Flexibility Tester
 Based on the sit and reach test. All steel construction. Comes complete with 

maximum reach indicator, footplate, adjustable tension and instructions. Some 

assembly required. 

 8-167      ea   $299.00

Slim Guide Skinfold Callipers
 This body fat tester has a convenient trigger 

operation with pistol grip handle. The direct reading 

scale measures from 0-85mm and accurate to 

0.5mm. Complete instructions included. 

 8-172      ea   $39.00

Height Scale
 Stature meter. Fix the top portion of the unit into the 

wall 2 metres above the floor (screws provided). Pull 

the meter down onto individuals head and read the 

measurement. Measuring range from 0-200cm. 

 8-169      ea   $30.00

Jumping 
Measure Mat
 Who can reach the purple section? Teaching 

the kids how to jump is easier than ever. Colour 

coded sections with 5cm markers makes it easy 

for teachers and coaches to test a long jump while 

keeping it fun for the kids. Anti-skid base prevents 

the mat from slipping. Easy to clean durable vinyl with 

measurements every 5cm up to 200cm. Folds in half for easy 

transport and storage.

Size: 2.5m (L) x 90cm (W).

Weight: 7.5kg 

 10-333      ea   $259.00

Swift Yardstick
 Measures vertical jump height. Two measurement 

modes – Relative and Absolute. Has a collapsible 

frame which allows easy storage and transportation. 

Height can be measured at 1cm intervals from 

160cm to 395cm. Unit features an all aluminium 

construction, custom injection moulded fingers, 

protective enclosure for the target head and a 

convenient carry case. 

 6-007      ea   $1,399.00

Jumping Mat
 Measures max horizontal jumping distance. 

Cushioned PVC mat with non-slip base. 

Permanently marked in yellow from 1m and 

then at 5cm intervals to the end. 

Total size: 3.5m (L) x 80cm (W). 

 33-081      ea   $109.00

Open Reel Fibreglass 
Tapes
 Comes with metric on one side and imperial 

measurement on the other side. The zero point is at 

the very end of the tape to suit Tape Stake (2-515). 

 2-473   50m   ea   $35.00
 2-475   30m   ea   $22.50
 2-477   15m   ea   $15.50

Jumping 
Measure Mat

transport and storage. NON
SLIP
BASE

Folds for
storage
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Pro Battling Rope 
– 12m
 Take your conditioning to the next level with the 

Pro Battling Rope. The stylish polypropylene 

black rope with red tracer will look great in the 

gym without leaving any fibrous debris. 

Length: 12m.

Rope thickness: 38mm.

Weight: 9kg 

 6-375    ea  $190.00

Battling Rope 
Anchor
 Provides a safe and secure anchor point 

for the HART Battling Rope or for HART 

Resistance Bands and Tubes to be looped 

through. Can be bolted to the floor or 

mounted on a wall. Fixing bolts included. 

Base plate: 32cm(L) x 5cm(W) x 5mm(T).

Loop is 10.5cm high and 9cm wide. Weight: 

1.1kg. 

 6-377      ea   $35.00

4 Way Tug-o-War Rope
 Features four interlocked 1m segments for fun Tug-o-

War action with pairs or groups of four. Made of tough 

32mm thick Sisal rope with capped ends. 

 6-713      ea   $115.00 6-713      ea   $115.00

Tug-o-War Ropes
 High quality, rugged Sisal Rope with heat shrunk end caps to prevent fraying. 

20 metres

 33-351   Size: 20m(L) x 24mm(T).   ea   $125.00

30 metres

 33-352   Size: 30m(L) x 32mm(T).   ea   $299.00

30m

20m
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Speed Rope
 Extra lightweight speed rope perfect for double unders. 

Adjustable length with metal ball bearing for extra fast 

rotations. Lightweight plastic handles and PVC coated steel 

wire cable. Length adjustable up to 3m. 

 6-555      ea   $16.90

3 Layer Rope and Hoop 
Storage Rack
 This rack can hold up to 180 jump ropes and 50 hoops. Suits 

ropes up to 3m and has a wide base for stability. Made from 

tough PVC with lockable 75mm castor wheels.

Size: 170cm(H) x 78cm(W) x 48cm(D). 

Equipment not included. 

 6-306      ea   $129.00

PVC Skipping Rope
 Traditional PVC rope with ball bearing swivels. 

 6-298-2.7   2.7m   ea   $7.90

 6-298-3   3m   ea   $8.90

Skipping Rope Rack
 Easily fixed to a wall with five 25cm rods angled specifically for 

storage of jump ropes. Fixings included. 

Backing plate: 60cm x 5cm. 

 6-305      ea   $36.50

Cable Jump Rope
 Super fast rope with plastic coated wire cable. Ball bearing 

swivels. 

 6-571-2.7   2.7m   ea   $11.50

 6-571-3   3m   ea   $12.50

Skipping Ropes
 Quality rubberised white PVC rope with tough, colour coded 

plastic handles. Length can be adjusted if required. Rope 

length includes handle. TOP
SELLER

Rainbow Rope Set
 Colourful PVC ropes with durable matching 

handles. Length can be adjusted. Set of six 

ropes includes one of each colour. 

 6-296   2.7m   set of 6   $15.90

 6-297   3m   set of 6   $17.50

Jump Rope Sizing Guide

Rope Length User Height

1.8m Up to 140cm

2.1m 140 - 150cm

2.4m 150 - 160cm

2.7m 160 - 180cm

3.0m Over 180cm

The best length for a skipping rope is 

when the user can stand on the middle 

of the rope with both feet and the 

handles come under the armpits. 

Ropes with bearings are ideal for 

commercial and high frequency use 

such as gyms and studios.

Which jump rope is 
right for me?

 6-300-1.8   1.8m – Orange   ea   $3.40

 6-300-2.1   2.1m – White   ea   $3.60

 6-300-2.4   2.4m – Green   ea   $3.80

 6-300-2.7   2.7m – Red   ea   $4.00

 6-300-3   3m – Blue   ea   $4.20

 6-299   4.5m – Yellow   ea   $5.00

 6-300-9   9m – Purple   ea   $7.00

Set of 6
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20 Sided Dice
 Handy dice numbered 1–20 adds variety and fun to the 

number of reps you need to perform. Lightweight, solid, 

high density foam with protective skin. Size: 12cm. 

 33-251      ea   $9.00

Foam Fitness Dice
 Add variety to your warm ups and workouts with these fun dice. Roll 

the dice and then perform the exercise and number of reps that come 

up. Set contains 2 foam dice with a PU coating. The 10 sided dice is 

printed with numbers 2 to 20. The exercise dice features 10 exercises: 

Burpee, Lunge, Push Up, Star Jump, Dips, V-Sits, Plank Hold, Squats, 

Sit Ups and Tuck Jumps. 

Size: 17.5cm (L) x 20cm (W) x 17.5cm(H). 

 6-717      pr   $49.50

Field Marker Set
 Boxed set of 50 markers, includes carry stand. Five colours per set.

Size: 20.5cm diameter x 5cm high. 

 44-061      set   $35.90

Mini Field Markers
 Boxed set of 80 mini field markers. Smaller size allows the athlete those few 

extra inches in training. Lower height poses less of a trip hazard. Ideal for 

use indoors or outdoors. Four colours per set. Includes convenient carry 

strap with quick release clip. Colours may vary.

Size: 12.5cm diameter x 3.5cm high 

 44-070      set   $22.90

Set of 80

Set of 50

 This kit will help you develop agility, foot 

speed, reaction and quickness for all 

sports. 

Agility Training Kit

� 10 HART Agility Pole – Two piece

� 1 HART Agility Pole Bag

� 6 HART Step Hurdles – Micro

� 1 HART Hurdle Carry Bag

� 1 HART Agility Belt

� 1 HART Agility Ladder – Tubular

� 1 HART Lateral Step Trainer – Med

� 1 HART Super Reaction Ball Set 

Kit includes:

BUY KIT
 $315 

 kit  6-511 

 Improve your speed with this great 

selection of speed training equipment. 

Everything fits into a handy bag so you can 

take it to every training session.

Speed Training Kit

� 6 HART Step Hurdles – Micro

� 1 HART Agility Ladder – Flat

� 1 HART Speed Resistor

� 1 HART Speed Chute – Large

� 1 HART Carry Bag   

Kit includes:

BUY KIT
 $135 

kit 6-510-L 

Carry bag
included
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 Set up circuits, HIIT sessions or 

interval training with equipment that’s 

guaranteed to get the heart rate up. 

 For the trainer on the go. Equipment 

that can be used anytime, anywhere 

and fits in the back of your car. 

Bootcamp Kit

Portable PT Pack

Exercise Spots
 Convenient set of 10 exercise spots which can be used and taken anywhere 

from the gym to an outdoor training session. Made from non-slip silicone, 

these markers are suitable for use indoors or outdoors. Great for setting up 

exercise circuits and warm ups. Combine with a dice for a fun bootcamp 

activity! Size: 20cm diameter. 

 6-530      set   $39.50

Coaching Board
 Perfect for writing up exercise programs and session 

details. Double sided magnetic whiteboard with carry 

handle and hanging tabs for horizontal or vertical wall 

mounting. 

 38-299    Small: 60cm x 45cm     ea   $59.00
 38-319    Large: 90cm x 60cm     ea   $95.00

BUY KIT

BUY KIT

 $390 
 kit  6-525 

 $299 
 kit  6-526 

Kit includes:
� 1 Fitness Mat

� 1 Flat Agility Ladder

� 3 Height Adjustable Mini Hurdles

� 1 Rubber Medicine Ball - 4kg

� 1 Power Bag - 10kg

� 1 pair Train Hard Boxing Gloves

� 1 pair Jumbo Focus Pads

� 1 pair Cotton Inners

� 1 set Fitness Spots

� 10 Marking Cones

� 1 Sports Timer

� 1 Mesh Kit Bag 

Kit includes:
� 1 Yellow Strength Band - Level 1

� 1 Green Strength Band - Level 2

� 1 Web Trainer

� 1 pr Floor Sliders

� 1 Mini Balance Trainer

� 1 Ab Wheel

� 1 Rubber Medicine Ball - 4kg

� 1 Fitness Mat 

20cm diaLarge

Small
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Push-up Grips
 Ease pressure on wrists and allow for greater 

stretch and range of motion for strengthening 

chest, shoulders and arms. Features soft foam 

grips and wide stable bases, which can be 

removed for transport. Height: 13cm. 

 6-552      pr   $24.90

Shuttle Ball
 Innovative game which will burn your arms and shoulders 

and get your heart pumping. Expand the chest and extend 

the arms to send the ball down the rope to your partner. If 

they can time it right it will come back even faster! Will add an 

element of fun to circuits and group workouts. Includes two 

3m ropes with handles and a 30cm diameter shuttleball. 

 33-295      ea   $52.50

Sliding Discs
 Completely portable and versatile tool allows you to add another 

dimension to your workout. Engage your core and improve your 

stabilising muscles while performing any range of upper or lower body 

exercises. Suitable for use on most surfaces.

Diameter: 18cm 

 6-278      pr  $12.50

FABRIC SIDE

For use on
smooth surfaces

SMOOTH SIDE

For use on carpets

Hula Hoop – Senior
 Hooping is a fun, popular aerobic exercise that can burn body fat and 

tone muscles. This large, weighted hoop will get your heart rate up, 

improve coordination, strengthen torso muscles, and help improve your 

general fitness. Can be used on the waist, hips, arms, or legs to target 

specific body areas. Diameter: 100cm. Weight: 1.5kg. 

 33-212      ea   $31.50

EZ Block
 The must have for all personal trainers. High density foam allows the block to be used for 

nearly any exercise and fits in the back of your car. Use for bench press, stepovers, box 

jumps, kicks, pushups, glute raises and heaps more! Easy, wipe clean cover. 

Size: 90cm (L) x 40cm (W) x 35cm (H)

Weight: 6.5kg 

 6-545      ea   $220.00

Squeeze Balls
 Develops the muscles of the fingers, hand, wrist and forearm. 

Ideal for rehabilitation, stroke recovery, arthritis, repetitive 

stress injuries and stress reduction. 

Size: 5cm diameter. 

 6-753   Red – Soft   ea   $5.50

 6-754   Blue – Hard   ea   $5.50

Soft

Hard

100cm dia

18cm dia

Weight
1.5kg

30cm dia
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Mini Trampoline
 Perfect for balancing and jumping exercises, this 

compact mini trampoline is ideal for fitness or play. 

Springs are covered with a protective PVC and sponge 

combination skirt .

Maximum weight recommendation is 100kg. 

Handle for 6-003 91.5cm trampoline sold separately.

Latex Free. 

   Large: 100cm diameter x 23cm (H)
  6-005   Blue   ea   $145.00

 6-005-A   Replacement Skirt   ea   $27.50
Small: 91.5cm diameter x 23cm (H)
  6-003   Red   ea   $129.00

 6-003-A   Replacement Skirt   ea   $25.00

Mini Tramp 
Handle
 Great stabilising bar for beginners 

and the elderly and also ideal 

for injury rehabilitation. Height 

adjustable to four settings: 102cm, 

110cm, 118cm and 126cm.

Suits HART 91.5cm Mini 

Trampoline (6-003) only (not 

included). 

 6-004     ea  $37.50

HD Mini Trampoline
  Heavy duty, professional looking rebounder. Hardwearing 

skirt with wide, stable base design. 

Dimensions: 95cm diameter x 33cm (H).

Jumping area: 70cm diameter. 

Max load rating: 120kg 

  6-015        ea  $165.00
 6-015-A    Replacement Skirt    ea   $35.00

Hex Trampoline
 Add some bounce and fun to your movement program.  

36 bungee cords offers more elasticity for a deep and 

gentle bounce. Ideal for reducing impact on joints while 

performing exercises. The bungee cords are easily 

replaced, allowing for a longer life than traditional steel 

springs. The steel frame provides a sturdy base and a 

larger jumping area. Includes a Stabilising Bar for those 

that are unsteady with balance or need a confidence 

boost. 

 � Size: 111cm (W) x 32cm (H). 

� Handle adjusts: 117cm to 151cm.

� Max User Weight: 130kg.

� Latex Free 

  6-017        ea   $249.00
 6-017-A   Spare Skirt   ea   $30.00
 6-017-C   Spare Cords   ea   $2.00

Bungee Cords

Stackable

Height
adjustable

95cm dia

100cm dia

91.5cm dia
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3D Pedometer
 Sleek looking and easy to operate. Functions include: Step counter up to 

999,999, distance travelled, activity time, calories, stride and weight adjustment, 

backlight, auto power save. 

Includes 1 x CR2025 battery. 

 8-084      ea   $18.00

Pedometer Pack
 Keep track of your movement! Great for experimenting with your class to learn 

about how much they move throughout the day! Functions include: step counter, 

time, distance, stopwatch, calories. Also includes stride and weight adjustment, 

backlit display and clock. Includes 2 x LR44 batteries.

Kit includes:

� 20 HART Multi Function Pedometers

� 1 HART 4L Bucket 

 33-828      kit   $235.00

Multi Function Pedometer
 Functions include: step counter, time, distance, stopwatch, 

calories. Also includes stride and weight adjustment, backlit 

display and clock. Includes 2 x LR44 batteries. 

 8-081      ea   $12.90

The correct position to wear a pedometer is 

on the waistband directly over the knee.

PEDOMETERS

Sports Timer
 � Measures to 1/100 sec

� Lap / Split function (first 30 minutes)

� Large one row display panel

� Calendar / Clock (12/24 hr) functions

� Alarm function (with snooze function) / 

Water Resistant

� LR44 1.5V Alkaline Battery and lanyard 

included 

 46-139       ea    $13.50

   Multi Buy 10+  $12.00

Countdown Timer
 24 hour timing capacity with easy to read 

and easy to set time. Displays hours, minutes 

and seconds. Auto time memory with quartz 

accuracy. Count up or count down timer. 

Size 90mm x 90mm with 10mm LCD digits. 

Requires 1 x AA battery (included).  

 46-205       ea   $33.00

Features:

� Count Down Timer

� Count Up Timer

� Stopwatch

� 12/24 hr Clock

� Up to 26 pre-programmable timer settings

� Brackets for wall mounting*

� Power: Standard wall socket 

Professional looking wall mounted timer with a very 

bright LCD display and 80 decibel beeper. Easy to 

operate by remote control.

Great for alternate work/rest periods for a set 

number of rounds (e.g. Tabata Training)

Interval Timer

 $399 
 ea  6-041 

*Wall fixings not included

Size: 71cm x 16cm x 4cm

Weight: 2.3kg

Digits are 10cm high

BUY PACK
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Fitness Mat
 General purpose fitness mat made of dense EVA foam 

with honeycomb texture on the top surface. Hanging 

eyelets are 50cm apart. 

Size: 140cm(L) x 60cm(W) x 8mm(H). 

 6-629-B   Blue   ea   $26.50
 6-629-BL   Black   ea   $26.50
   Multi Buy 10+  $23.90

Mat Rack
 Handy metal wall rack designed for 

hanging HART Pilates Mats (6-256 and 

6-266), HART Fitness Mats (6-629-B and 

6-629-BL) or the HART Workout Mat Pack 

(6-622). Rods extend 185mm from the 

wall. Distance between rod centres: 50cm. 

Fixing bolts not included. 

 6-642      ea   $29.00

Standing Mat Rack
 Stand alone rack suitable for hanging HART Pilates Mats (6-256 and 6-266), 

HART Fitness Mats (6-629-B and 6-629-BL) or the HART Workout Mat Pack 

(6-622). Hanging rods are 50cm apart and there is 18cm of hanging space 

on each side. 

Maximum capacity is 24 x HART Pilates Mats or 44 x HART Fitness Mats.

Size: 65cm(D) x 75cm(W) x 195cm(H).

Weight: 34kg 

 6-755   Rack only   ea   $365.00

MATS & FLOORING
 Multi-use EVA gym mat suitable for 

all types of exercise and stretching. 

Extra thick EVA foam provides a firm 

cushioning for ground work. Pack 

includes 10 mats.

Size: 140cm(L) x 60cm(W) x 15mm(H). 

Workout Mat Pack

BUY PACKBUY PACK
 $425 

 pk  6-622 

8mm
thick

10mm
thick

10 x

15mm
thick Set of 10

EVA Foam Mat
 Lightweight personal mat. 

Colour: Blue

Size: 100cm(L) x 50cm(W) x 1cm(H) 

 6-269      ea   $19.50
   Multi Buy 12+  $17.50
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Train Hard Exercise Mat – 90cm
 Durable vinyl cover that is easy to clean. Dense 2.5cm foam for comfort when 

performing floor exercises. Size: 90cm(L) x 60cm(W) x 2.5cm(T). 

 10-300   Orange    ea    $51.50
 10-300-B   Black    ea    $51.50
 10-300-RB   Royal Blue   ea    $51.50
     Multi Buy per colour 10+   $46.50

Train Hard Exercise Mat – 180cm
 Dense 2.5cm foam with a durable vinyl cover that is easy to clean and maintain. 

Fully body length for extra comfort. Size: 180cm(L) x 60cm(W) x 2.5cm(T). 

 10-299   Orange    ea    $92.90
 10-299-B     Black     ea    $92.90
 10-299-RB   Royal Blue   ea    $92.90
     Multi Buy per colour 10+     $83.50

25mm

thick
25mm

thick

Gym Mat Trolley
 Can hold a variety of mats up to 150kg, this is equivalent to between 20 and 30 

HART Sport Gym Mats. Tough, durable PVC construction with lockable 75mm castor 

wheels. Wheels are non-marking. 

Base Size: 170cm(L) x 55cm(W) x 18cm(H) 

Handle: 95cm(H)

Mats not included.

Weight: 9kg 

 10-290      ea   $185.00

Active Gym Mats
 Perfect for any activity or to slip under any piece of equipment where safety is 

required. Covered with durable vinyl, with dense 5cm foam to prevent bottoming 

out. Great size for easy transport and storage. 

Size: 90cm (L) x 90cm (W) x 5cm (H). 

Train Hard Gym Mat – 
Small
 Small Mat:180cm(L) x 90cm(W) x 5cm(T) 

Weight: 5kg 

 10-295   Orange   ea  $165.00
 10-295-B   Black   ea  $165.00
  10-295-RB    Royal Blue     ea   $165.00
  Multi Buy per colour 10+   $149.00

Train Hard Gym Mat 
– Large
 Large Mat: 180cm(L) x 112cm(W) x 5cm(T) 

Weight: 7kg 

 10-296   Orange   ea  $185.00
 10-296-B   Black   ea  $185.00
  10-296-RB     Royal Blue    ea  $185.00
  Multi Buy per colour 10+   $167.00

Meets Critical 
Fall Height 1.4m

Meets Critical 
Fall Height 1.4m

50mm

thick

50mm

thick

 10-312-B   Blue   ea   $87.50
 10-312-G   Green   ea   $87.50
 10-312-P   Purple   ea   $87.50

 10-312-R   Red   ea  $87.50
 10-312-SB    Sky Blue    ea  $87.50
 10-312-Y   Yellow   ea  $87.50
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Anti-Skid Gym Mat – 
Small
 Size: 180cm(L) x 90cm(W) x 5cm(T). 

Weight: 5kg 

 10-326   Royal Blue   ea   $185.00
 10-327   Red   ea   $185.00
 10-346   Black   ea   $185.00
 10-347   Orange   ea   $185.00
 Multi Buy per colour 10+       $167.00

Anti-Skid Gym Mat – 
Large
 Size: 180cm(L) x 112cm(W) x 5cm(T). 

Weight: 7kg 

 10-328   Royal Blue   ea   $219.00
 10-329   Red   ea   $219.00
 10-348   Black   ea   $219.00
 10-349   Orange   ea   $219.00
 Multi Buy per colour 10+       $197.00

Gym Mat – Plain
Small Mat
 Size: 180cm(L) x 90cm(W) x 5cm(T). 

Weight: 5kg.  

 10-311-B   Blue   ea   $165.00
 10-311-G   Green   ea   $165.00
 10-311-P   Purple   ea   $165.00
 10-311-R   Red   ea   $165.00
 10-311-SB   Sky Blue   ea   $165.00
 10-311-Y   Yellow   ea   $165.00
 Multi Buy per colour 10+   $149.00

Gym Mat – Plain
Large Mat
 180cm(L) x 112cm(W) x 5cm(T) 

Weight: 7kg  

 10-314-B   Blue   ea   $185.00
 10-314-G   Green   ea   $185.00
 10-314-P   Purple   ea   $185.00
 10-314-R   Red   ea   $185.00
 10-314-SB   Sky Blue   ea   $185.00
 10-314-Y   Yellow   ea   $185.00
  Multi Buy per colour 10+   $167.00

Gym Mat – 
Velcro Ends and Sides
Small Mat
 180cm(L) x 90cm(W) x 5cm(T) 

Weight: 5kg  

 10-313-B   Blue   ea   $185.00
 10-313-G   Green   ea   $185.00
 10-313-P   Purple   ea   $185.00
 10-313-R   Red   ea   $185.00
 10-313-SB   Sky Blue   ea   $185.00
 10-313-Y   Yellow   ea   $185.00
 Multi Buy per colour 10+   $167.00

Gym Mat – 
Velcro Ends and Sides
Large Mat
 180cm(L) x 112cm(W) x 5cm(T) 

Weight: 7kg  

 10-316-B   Blue   ea   $205.00
 10-316-G   Green   ea   $205.00
 10-316-P   Purple   ea   $205.00
 10-316-R   Red   ea   $205.00
 10-316-SB   Sky Blue   ea   $205.00
 10-316-Y   Yellow   ea   $205.00
  Multi Buy per colour 10+   $185.00

PLAIN MAT
All purpose mat 

for individual use.

VELCRO ENDS & SIDES
Join mats together to

cover large floor areas.

Available colours

Blue Green Purple Red Sky Yellow

NON
SLIP
BASE

STOP YOUR MATS SLIDING AROUND!
Better grip on all surfaces!

Independent tests show, compared to traditional 

Gym Mats, HART Anti-Skid Mats provide: 

 – 50% better grip on wood flooring

 – 45% better grip on nylon carpet

 – 35% better grip on vinyl gym flooring
Meets Critical 

Fall Height 1.4m

50mm
thick

50mm
thick

Meets Critical 
Fall Height 1.4m
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Tumbling Runs
 10-105   14m x 2m x 32mm   ea   $2,090.00
 10-108   13m x 2m x 32mm   ea   $1,990.00
 10-109   6.5m x 2m x 32mm   ea   $1,245.00
 10-110   13m x 1m x 32mm   ea   $1,145.00

Universal Mat
 10-111    2m (L) x 1m (W) x 32mm (T)  ea   $249.00

Joining Tape
 Join multiple mats together to form large exercise areas. 

Velcro hook tape attaches to the carpeted side of the mats. 

Width: 10cm. .

 10-125    25m Roll  $79.00

The closed cell crosslinked 
polyolefin foam has 
exceptional and unique 
rebound qualities.  

The foam is covered in a 
easy to clean 2mm plush 
carpet. 

Recommended for

SCHOOLS & 
GYMNASIUMS

Ideal for multipurpose exercise areas for schools and 

gymnasiums.  For safe tumbling and bounding, this 

style of mat is unsurpassed for suitability and quality.  

It is UV stabilized and guaranteed to last.  Choose a 

mat or strip to suit your facilities needs. 

32mm
thick

32mm
thick

Folding Fitness Mat
 Premium quality Australian Made mat with 50mm 

shock absorbing foam covered with tough vinyl. 

Folds in half with carry handles for easy transport. 

Mat Size: 150cm (L) x 60cm (W) x 5cm (T) 

Folded Size: 75cm (L) x 60cm (W) x 10cm (T)

Weight: 3kg 

 6-606      ea   $99.00
   Multi Buy 10+  $89.00

Folding Gym Mat
 The hugely popular HART Gym Mat is now portable, 

folding up into a third of its size with carry handles 

for easy transport. 

Mat Size: 180cm (L) x 90cm (W)  x 5cm (T)

Folded Size: 60cm (L) x 90cm (W) x 15cm (T)

Weight: 5kg 

 10-309      ea   $190.00
   Multi Buy 10+  $170.00

50mm
thick

Folds for easy 
Transport

For GYMNASTICS MATS & FLOORING

Click here

CARPETED MATS
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https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/exercise-mats/fitness-gym-mats/hart-folding-gym-mat-small?SearchID=4177080&SearchPos=1
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IMPACT Interlocking Mat
 Red and blue reversible mats. Each mat comes as a 1m x 1m tile with 

four 7.5cm edge strips for a square finish. 

IMPACT PLUS Interlocking Mat
 Build an entire flooring system that is tested to Australian Standards 

with the HART Impact PLUS Interlocking Mats. These mats and 

interlocking jigsaw joins have been tested to AS/NZS 4422:2016 

standards to a critical fall height of 1.5m. Red and blue reversible 

mats. Each mat comes as a 1m x 1m tile with four 7.5cm edge 

strips for a square finish. 

CROSSLINE 
Interlock Mat
 Crossline mats are ideal for rolling, tumbling 

and exercising. Each mat comes as a 1m x 1m 

tile with four 6cm edge strips for a square finish. 

Tatami surface

Reversible Crossline Surface

Interlocking 
Jigsaw design

Interlocking 
Jigsaw design

Rubber Gym Tile
 Commercial grade black recycled rubber 

tile with 10% EPDM blue coloured speckle. 

Bevelled edges. Ideal flooring solution for 

gymnasiums and fitness studios. 

Size: 50cm (L) x 50cm (W) x 15mm (T). Each 

tile weighs 3kg. 

 6-760      ea   $14.50
   Multi Buy 100+  $13.00

Interlocking Gym Tile
 Seamless flooring solution is great for gyms, fitness 

studios and rec centres. Tiles interlock together 

making installation quick and easy. Mats are 

anti-skid, fire resistant, noise reducing and shock 

absorbing. Recycled rubber with blue/white speck. 

Each tile is 50cm (L) x 50cm (W) x 6mm (T). Set of 8 

covers two square metres. 

 6-775      set of 8   $99.00
   Multi Buy 10+  $89.00

Foam Density/Hardness: 130/35 

Total Size: 107.5cm(L) x 107.5cm(W) x 4cm(H) 

(includes edge strips).

Weight: 6kg 

 6-270      ea  $79.50
   Multi Buy 10+  $71.50

107.5cm 10
7.

5cm

40mm
thick

20mm
thick

15mm
thick

6mm
thick

20mm
thick

Foam Density/Hardness: 130/50.

Total Size: 107.5cm(L) x 107.5cm(W) x 2cm(H) 

(includes edge strips)

Weight: 2.7kg 

 6-271      ea   $41.50
   Multi Buy 10+  $37.00

Foam Density/Hardness: 90/35 

Total Size: 106cm(L) x 106cm(W) x 2cm(H) 

(includes edge strips).

Weight: 2.2kg 

 6-272-B   Blue   ea  $29.00
 6-272-G   Green   ea  $29.00
 6-272-R   Red   ea  $29.00
 6-272-BL   Black   ea  $29.00

   Multi Buy per colour 10+    $26.00

Available in
4 colours!

Rubber Material

Rubber Material

Set of 8 Covers 2m²

All mats come with 
edging on all four 
sides.

All mats come with 
edging on all four 
sides.

All mats come with 
edging on all four 
sides.

Tatami surface

Reversible

Interlocking 
Jigsaw design

Meets Critical 
Fall Height 1.5m

Edge strips
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Yoga Strap
 Made of a strong cotton blend with a PVC 

buckle. Yoga straps are ideal for assisting 

users into correct postures and increasing 

flexibility. Size: 250cm(L) x 38mm(W) 

 6-248   Purple   ea  $9.00

Soft Spots
 A great way to get the kids involved in Yoga 

at home or in a class. Use multiple markers 

for guiding feet and hand placement to 

learn poses or use as markers for dance or 

movement games. Great for using in place 

of rubber markers in indoor settings. Pack 

includes 24 markers in four colours in a 

convenient carry bag. 6mm thick non-slip 

PVC. Suitable for indoor use only.

Size: 30cm diameter 

 6-255    set  $69.00

Yoga Blocks
 Lightweight EVA foam blocks that assist 

users into poses and aid alignment and 

transitions. 

Small: 23cm (L) x 15cm (W) x 10cm (T)
 6-250   Purple   ea  $10.50
Large: 30cm (L) x 20cm (W) x 5cm (T)
 6-251   Blue   ea  $14.50

PILATES & YOGA

4mm thick
6mm thick

BUY KIT
Class Yoga Kit

 Includes:

� 10 HART Sticky Yoga Mats

� 10 HART Yoga Straps

� 10 HART Yoga Blocks – Small 

 6-257    kit  $365.00

Sticky Yoga Mat
 Cushioned PVC mat provides a stable, non-slip surface 

ideal for classes or individual use. Perfect option for gyms 

and studios that provide mats for clients. Completely 

washable. Includes elastic straps for storage and transport. 

Size: 170cm (L) x 60cm (W) 

 6-264   Purple – 4mm thick   ea  $23.50
   Multi Buy 10+  $21.00
 6-263   Blue – 6mm thick   ea  $29.90
   Multi Buy 10+  $26.90

Pilates & Yoga All prices include GST.290

https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/yoga-pilates-equipment
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https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-soft-spots?SearchID=4198104&SearchPos=1


Yoga Wheel
Improve your flexibility, massage and help align your 

spine using the Yoga Wheel. Open your chest, shoulders, 

back, abdomen and hip flexors. Ideal for helping achieve 

backbends and loosening tight muscles. 1cm thick plastic 

covered with 1cm foam provides a firm yet comfortable 

surface to perform a range of yoga poses and stretches.

Size: 33cm (D) x 13cm (W).

6-249  ea $45.00

15mm thick

Pilates Mat Set
Includes:

� 10 HART Pilates Mats

� 1 HART Mat Rack (6-642)

6-259 Blue mats kit $469.00
6-244 Black mats kit $469.00

15mm thick

Set of 
10 mats

Mat rack
included

Pilates Mat Gym Pack
Includes:

� 20 HART Pilates Mats

� 1 HART Standing Mat Rack (6-755)

6-759 Blue mats kit $1,199.00
6-758 Black mats kit $1,199.00

15mm thick
Set of 

20 mats
Standing mat 
rack included

33cm dia

Pilates Mat
Comfortable high density NBR foam mat. Mat has two eyelets at one end for hanging purposes. 

Easily rolled for storage in handy aerated carry bag. 

Size: 178cm (L) x 60cm (W) x 15mm (T)

6-265 Blue ea $55.00
6-266 Black ea $55.00
  Multi Buy per colour 10+ $49.50
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Can be substituted for dumbbells in any 

strength, pilates or rehabilitation routine. 

Durable, soft outer shell with filler adds 

safety to workouts and these balls do not 

bounce or roll away when dropped. They fit 

in to the palm of the hand which makes them 

a great alternative for those who may have 

trouble gripping standard dumbbells. 

Sizes: Yellow and Green: 12cm Diameter; 

Red and Blue: 13cm Diameter.

6-623 2 x 0.5kg Yellow    pr $21.50
6-624 2 x 1kg Green       pr $24.50
6-625 2 x 1.5kg Red        pr $27.50
6-626 2 x 2kg Blue          pr $30.50

 6-627 Complete set        kit $95.00

Soft Touch 
Weighted Balls

Mini Pilates Mat
High density NBR mat used for knee and foot placement 

to ease pressure on joints and prevent sliding. 

Size: 36cm (L) x 19cm (W) x 15mm (T)

6-774  ea $5.00
  Multi Buy 10+ $4.50

Pilates Rings
The pilates ring can help tone and activate upper and lower 

body muscles. The handles allow you to squeeze the ring both in 

and out. Great for abduction or adduction exercises. Available in 

three resistance tensions, soft, hard and extra strong. Diameter: 

36cm.

6-262 Soft – Purple ea $27.00
6-261 Hard – Grey ea $29.00
6-260 Extra Strong – Black ea $30.00

20cm dia

Pilates Soft Ball
This lightweight ball is made from soft pliable PVC 

and is very easy to grip. Ideal for pilates workouts 

for isometric holds, leg and abdominal exercises 

and as an alignment aid. The nature of these balls 

mean they are also fantastic for modified activities 

for children and the elderly. Can easily be inflated 

without a pump using the included tube. 

Diameter: 20cm when fully inflated. Weight: 120g

Colours may vary.

6-765  ea $8.5020cm dia 12-13cm dia

BUY SET
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Pro Hurdle
 Professional hurdle made of 47mm square steel 

with a plastic baton. Precise counter weights 

adjust to meet official pullover force at each 

height. Snap locking system for quick adjustment. 

Flat packed to save on freight and stackable for 

easy storage. Senior hurdle is a World Athletics 

certified product.

Baton width: 120cm 

Senior  Heights: 68.6cm, 76.2cm, 84cm, 91.4cm, 

99.1cm and 106.7cm 

 2-154-S   ea  $129.00

Foam Plyo Hurdles
 Great for plyometric training, lateral agility drills, or any hurdle drill or obstacle 

course where safety is important. These foam hurdles are soft enough to break 

a fall, yet strong enough to be used in any conditions. Lightweight to carry and 

made with a high density, top grade foam covered in a heavy duty tarpaulin vinyl 

which is UV treated. Width of each hurdle is 60cm. 

 6-601   30cm high   ea   $60.00
 6-602   45cm high   ea   $75.00
 6-603   60cm high   ea   $90.00

 6-604   75cm high   ea   $105.00

Bounce Back Hurdle
 Weighted hurdles bounce back when knocked, reducing the need to reset hurdles 

after every turn or race. Great for athletics events and training. Lightweight tubular 

aluminium construction. Height adjustable and folds flat for easy storage. 

 2-165   Small: 40cm to 60cm, Width: 76cm   ea   $45.00
 2-166   Medium: 54cm to 84cm, Width: 84cm   ea   $50.00
 2-167   Large: 65cm to 107cm, Width: 89cm   ea   $55.00

PVC Adjustable 
Hurdle
 Strong PVC construction. Bases are weighted for 

stability. Adjusts to four heights: 51cm, 59cm, 67cm 

or 75cm. Legs fold in for easy storage. 98cm wide. 

 2-157       ea  $36.50

Scissor Style 
Hurdle
 Powder coated steel legs and plastic 

crossbar. Height adjustable to 23cm, 

46cm, 61cm, 68cm, 76cm, 84cm, 

91cm and 107cm. Easy to set up and 

take down. Folds flat when crossbar is 

removed for convenient transport and 

storage. 

 2-629       ea  $45.00

PLYOMETRICS
Push pin height 

adjustment

Stores flat

Precise counter 
weights

Small
Medium

Large

30cm
45cm

60cm
75cm

Foam Plyo Hurdles Set
 Includes one plyo hurdle in each size: 30cm, 45cm, 

60cm and 75cm. 

  6-605       kit   $297.00

BUY SET

Adjusts to
8 heights

Adjusts to
4 heights

Stores 
flat
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3–in–1 Wooden Plyo Box
 Staple item for any gym or fitness studio. Convenient three 

sizes in one, simply rotate the box to jump to new heights. 

Internal reinforcing component provides extra stability.

Flat packed for easy transport and pre-drilled holes make it 

quick and easy to set up. 

Heights: 50cm, 60cm, 70cm

Weight: 20kg 

  6-290        ea   $195.00

3-in-1 Foam Step Hurdle
 Improve your speed and agility with the 3-in-1 foam plyo hurdle. The two height bars 

attach on top of the main hurdle to increase difficulty, or use the individual bars as 

additional small steps. Great for foot speed, plyo or lateral agility drills. When not in 

use, the bars stack inside the hurdle and attach with hook and loop, great for storage 

and transport. Made from dense PE foam with a PVC cover. Suitable for indoor or 

outdoor use. Main hurdle is 20cm and extra height bars are 5cm each.

Size: 60cm (L) x 20cm (W) 

 6-608       ea   $35.00

Internal reinforcing component provides extra stability.

3–in–1 Foam Plyo Box
 Simply rotate the box for the next height. 

A must have for any gym or fitness studio. High density 

foam provides a firm surface to land without grazing your 

shins if you miss. Single heavy block of foam won't move 

even at the highest height. 

  Heights: 50cm, 60cm and 75cm. 

   6-283      Large    ea   $299.00
  Heights: 40cm, 50cm and 60cm 

  6-281      Medium    ea   $219.00
  Heights: 30cm, 35cm and 40cm 

  6-280      Small    ea   $119.00

SAFETY
No frame means reduced risk 

of injury if athletes miss 

the platform. 

Easy to 
Flip

Large - 50|60|75cm

Medium - 40|50|60cm

Small - 30|35|40cm

3-in-1
Rotate to 3 different heights

50|60|70cm

Rotate to change 
heights
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Pro Plyo Box Set - Set of 4
 Featuring large landing areas and stable square frames, these boxes are built to 

the highest standards for serious Plyometric work for athletes of all levels. Heavy 

duty powder coated steel frame tubing (3cm x 3cm x 1.5mm). 

Platform is 18mm Plywood covered with a 5mm thick EPDM non-slip rubber mat.

Set consists of four sizes which stack within each other for storage: 30cm, 45cm, 

60cm, 75cm. Not sold individually.

Total Weight: 80kg.  

  6-285       set   $799.00

Pro Plyo Boxes – 
Set of 2
 Set includes 1 x 30cm and 1 x 45cm high boxes.  

  6-287      set of 2  $369.00

Size
Height  75cm  60cm  45cm  30cm

Platform 80 x 80cm 70 x 70cm 60 x60cm 50 x 50cm

Jump Safe Plyo Box - Colour Set
 Use each size on its own, or mix and match the sizes to create extra 

height options. Need a 45cm box, just join the 15cm and 30cm boxes. 

Includes box sizes: 15cm, 30cm and 60cm high. 

  6-282      set  $899.00

Jump Safe Foam 
Plyo Boxes – Single

 6-288-30   30cm high   ea   $315.00
 6-288-45   45cm high   ea   $375.00
 6-288-60   60cm high   ea   $425.00

Jump Safe Foam Plyo Box Set

includes one of 

each height

Extra large 
platforms

COLOUR 

SET

Stackable

Set of 4

Set of 2

BUY SET

30cm

45cm

60cm

Ultimate safety for 

plyometric jumping

LANDING

The combination of closed cell 
foam and solid foam encased in 
heavy duty vinyl, provides a firm, 
durable landing surface.
Landing Area: 90cm x 75cm

SAFETY

No frame means reduced risk 
of injury if athletes miss the 
platform. 

STACKABLE

Each box has carry handles 
and two 5cm strips of velcro 
for stackable storage and safe 
combination of boxes during use.

15cm

30cm

60cm

 Includes three Jump Safe Plyo Boxes. 1 x 30cm, 

1 x 45cm and 1 x 60cm. 

  6-289        kit    $999.00
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Aerobic Steps
HART Aerobic Steps include adjustment blocks to allow for three different heights. Blocks are 

easily stored beneath the steps. Platforms have shock absorbing, anti-skid surface and the 

step provides excellent rip on any floor. Maximum load capacity is 680kg. 

 The must have for all personal trainers. High density 

foam allows the block to be used for nearly any 

exercise and fits in the back of your car. Use for bench 

press, stepovers, box jumps, kicks, pushups, glute 

raises and heaps more! Easy, wipe clean cover. 

Size: 90cm (L) x 40cm (W) x 35cm (H)

Weight: 6.5kg 

 $220.00
ea

 6-545

Active Steps
 Dense foam step suitable for any type of 

workout. Can be used for power sessions 

as a plyo box or in a cardio session as an 

aerobic step. Great for PE classes, studios 

and gyms. Covered with heavy duty UV 

stabilised vinyl with a non-slip base. 

Size: 56cm diameter x 25cm (H). 

 6-284-O   Orange   ea  $109.00
 6-284-B   Blue   ea  $109.00
 6-284-G   Green   ea  $109.00
 6-284-R   Red   ea  $109.00
 6-284-P   Purple   ea  $109.00
 6-284-Y   Yellow   ea  $109.00

 6-284     Complete Set    set of 6  $575.00

BUY SET

Stackable Dense foam

NON
SLIP
BASE

 Dimensions: 80cm(L) x 30cm(W) 

Heights: 10cm, 15cm and 20cm 

 6-252  Small  ea  $77.00
    Multi Buy 10+ $69.00

Small

Dimensions: 90cm(L) x 36cm(W) 

Heights: 15cm, 20cm and 25cm

 6-252-A  Large  ea  $125.00
  Multi Buy 10+ $110.00

Large

Pump & Step All prices include GST.Bulky items with  have extra freight charges. 296
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Pump Bar Collars
 Designed specifically for the HART Pump Bar (6-729) or HART 

Pump Set (6-722). Note: These collars do not fit the HART 

regular barbells. 

 6-739      pr   $4.00

Pump Weights Pack
Rubber coated cast iron plates suitable for HART Pump Sets. 

Includes: 2 x 5kg (Green), 2 x 2.5kg (Yellow), 2 x 1.25kg (Red). 

Total Weight: 17.5kg.

 6-728    pk   $115.00

20kg Pump Set
 Set contains:

� Hollow bar with rubber handle (130cm x 30mm diameter).

� Rubber coated cast iron plates: 2 x 5kg, 2 x 2.5kg, 2 x 1.25kg.

� 1 Pair Spring Collars.

� Total weight of set is 20kg. 

 6-722       set  $135.00
   Multi Buy 10+  $120.00

Gym Bar
 Weighted steel bars with rubber coating for a comfortable, sure grip. Specifically designed 

for aerobics classes or quick change circuits. Colour coded, moulded end caps for easy 

identification. All bars are 122cm long. 

 6-390-4   4kg: Green – 31mm dia   ea   $45.00
 6-390-6   6kg: Red – 32mm dia   ea   $55.00
 6-390-8   8kg: Blue – 36mm dia   ea   $65.00
 6-390-10   10kg: Black – 40mm dia   ea   $75.00
 6-396   Complete Set   kit   $215.00

Pump Set Class Kit
 The ultimate class kit suitable for ten users. The rack keeps your 

workout room tidy. The plate weights are colour coded allowing 

users to easily select the correct weight every time.

Includes:

� 1 HART Pump Set Rack (6-723)

� 10 HART 20kg Pump Set (6-722) 
 6-725   Class Kit   kit  $1,395.00
 6-723     Rack only    ea  $369.00

BUY SET

BUY KIT

Pump is a popular form of exercise using 
low to moderate weights combined with 
high repetition, giving you a total body 
workout. It is an excellent way to increase 
strength, get toned and improve fitness.

Pump Bars

 Set contains:

 6-722       set  $135.00
   Multi Buy 10+  $120.00

Pump & StepAll prices include GST. Bulky items with  have extra freight charges. 297

https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/pump-step-spin-equipment/pump-sets-racks
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/pump-step-and-spin/pump-sets-and-racks/hart-20kg-pump-set
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/pump-step-and-spin/pump-sets-and-racks/hart-pump-weights-pack-17-5kg?SearchID=4198213&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/pump-step-and-spin/pump-sets-and-racks/hart-pump-set-class-kit?SearchID=4198216&SearchPos=6
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/pump-step-and-spin/pump-sets-and-racks/hart-pump-bar-collars?SearchID=4198222&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-gym-bars?SearchID=4198224&SearchPos=5
https://www.hartsport.com.au/delivery


Pro Foam Roller Pack
  Includes:

� 5 HART Black Pro Foam Rollers 90cm

� 1 HART Foam Roller Stand  

 2-027        kit   $339.00

HARDNESS

45

ROLLER
FOAM

DENSITY

50

ROLLER
FOAM

HARDNESS

35

ROLLER
FOAM

DENSITY

50

ROLLER
FOAM

Pro 45 Foam Roller
The Black Pro 45 Foam Roller is a hard roller 

that provides a more intense massage, ideal for 

myofascial release.

Diameter: 15cm

 2-026     90cm long   ea   $69.00
 2-025     60cm long   ea   $49.00
 2-024     30cm long   ea   $33.00

Foam Roller
The Foam Rollers are an extremely popular choice for 

conditioning, rehabilitation and flexibility.

Choose the style, length and size to suit your needs.

Diameter: 15cm

 2-056     90cm long   ea   $62.50
 2-055     60cm long   ea   $43.50
 2-057     30cm long   ea   $27.50

Foam Roller Pack
 Includes:

� 5 HART Blue Foam Rollers 90cm (L) x 15cm (D)

� 1 HART Foam Roller Stand 

 2-028      kit   $309.00

Foam Roller Stand
 This foam pad is a simple way to store up to five 

foam rollers. Suits all HART 15cm diameter rollers. 

Size: 95cm (L) x 19cm (W) x 6cm (H).

Rollers not included. 

 2-029      ea   $35.00

Density/Hardness 

for Foam Rollers

DENSITY

50

ROLLER
FOAM

HARDNESS

45

ROLLER
FOAM

Foam density relates 

to the durability of 

the roller. The higher 

the density rating, the 

better quality the roller. 

Foam hardness 

describes the physical 

feel of the roller and 

the higher the rating, 

the harder the roller. 

BUY PACK

RECOVERY

Recovery All prices include GST.298

https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/recovery
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-pro-45-foam-rollers?SearchID=4198233&SearchPos=13
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-foam-roller?SearchID=4198235&SearchPos=8
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/foam-rollers-and-self-massage/foam-rollers/hart-foam-roller-stand?SearchID=4198241&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/foam-rollers-and-self-massage/foam-rollers/hart-foam-roller-pack?SearchID=4198247&SearchPos=5
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/foam-rollers-and-self-massage/foam-rollers/hart-pro-foam-roller-pack?SearchID=4198253&SearchPos=1


Onyx Body Roller
  This stylish foam roller features a hollow, hard PVC 

pipe with a 13mm EVA foam overlay. The extra firm 

feel, combined with the moulded pattern foam is 

ideal for myofascial release. The hollow pipe makes 

it easy to travel with and also aids in shape retention. 

Size: 32cm(L) x 12.5cm diameter. Weight: 600g. 

  2-022        ea    $39.90

Myotherapy Ball
  This ball is ideal for small muscles, spine and 

pelvis. Firm, lightweight, solid EVA foam ball ideal 

for self massage and myofascial release.  

  6-746    15cm diameter    ea    $25.00

Myotherapy Rollers
 "H" design aids in spinal alignment when releasing paraspinal 

muscles. Pimple surface adds comfort to body rolling. Firm, 

solid, lightweight EVA foam. 15cm model provides a smaller 

alternative to traditional foam rollers to pin point smaller 

muscles. 15cm diameter.  

 6-748     15cm long     ea   $22.50
 6-749     30cm long     ea   $35.00

Half Round Rollers
 These 'D' shaped rollers provide a more stable base than the full 

round rollers. Ideal for balance exercises, static stretching and 

myofascial release. Rollers are 15cm dia x 7.5cm high. 

 2-058   90cm long   ea   $35.50
 2-059   30cm long   ea   $17.50

32cm (L)

30cm (L)

90cm (L) 30cm (L)

15cm (L)
15cm dia

30cm (L)

HARDNESS

35

ROLLER
FOAM

DENSITY

50

ROLLER
FOAM

HARDNESS

35

ROLLER
FOAM

DENSITY

50

ROLLER
FOAM

HARDNESS

35

ROLLER
FOAM

DENSITY

50

ROLLER
FOAM

RecoveryAll prices include GST. 299

https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/foam-rollers-and-self-massage/foam-rollers/hart-onyx-foam-roller?SearchID=4198255&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-myotherapy-rollers?SearchID=4198257&SearchPos=6
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/foam-rollers-and-self-massage/foam-rollers/hart-myotherapy-ball-15cm?SearchID=4198258&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-half-round-rollers?SearchID=4198262&SearchPos=10


Massage Roller Stick
 Very handy massage tool for stimulating circulation around muscles 

and targeting trigger points. Ideal for pre exercise warm ups or reducing 

muscle soreness post exercise. The five independently rotating rollers 

are 5cm diameter and the overall length of the stick is 56cm. 

 6-764      ea   $13.50

TOP
SELLER

Flat Massage Stick
 Therapeutic massage tool with 13 independent rollers allows you to target 

and relieve muscle tightness. Handheld stick allows you to control pressure 

and target specific sore points. Ideal for pre and post training to help 

promote blood circulation.

Length: 58cm  

 6-796       ea   $13.50

SELF MASSAGE Massage Cane
 Release tension by trigger pointing hard to reach places. Apply pressure on the 

handles or other end of the stick to target a knot or sensitive spot. Tear drop shaped 

tip provides a realistic feel and multiple nodules and arms allows you to reach any 

range of places while controlling the amount of pressure applied. Quick and easy to 

use without the cost of paying for a full massage! Length: 62cm 

 6-798       ea $19.90

Recovery All prices include GST.300

https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-massage-cane-6-798?SearchID=4198266&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/foam-rollers-and-self-massage/self-massage/hart-massage-roller-stick?SearchID=4198268&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/foam-rollers-and-self-massage/self-massage/hart-flat-massage-stick?SearchID=4198272&SearchPos=1


Acupressure Roller
 Hard, dense construction for upper and lower body trigger 

point release. Peanut shape is ideal for rolling out paraspinal 

in back and neck muscles. 

Size: 13.5cm (L) x 6.5cm diameter. Weight: 140g.  

 6-694       ea  $7.90

Active Ball
 This air filled ball provides a smooth, 

comfortable surface when used for positioning. 

Also great for myofascial release and equalising 

muscle tension throughout the body. 

Diameter: 10cm. Weight: 120g. 

 6-628       ea   $6.80

Acupressure Balls
  Acupressure balls are a great tool for 

targeting specific muscles for myofascial 

release. The 65mm diameter balls are perfect 

for targeting trigger points and relieving 

muscle tension. Can be applied when 

sitting, standing against a wall or lying on 

the ground. The set includes three different 

density balls to allow specific pressure 

application and progression.

� Red – High Density

� Orange – Medium Density

� Yellow – Low Density  

 6-763        set of 3  $13.90

Self massage tools give you control over the 
amount of pressure applied and in what area. 
Massage, acupressure and trigger point balls 
stimulate pressure points and release tension. 

Massage Balls
  Spiky massage balls are used to relieve tension in muscles by stimulating 

blood flow and the nervous system. The 5cm balls are ideal for trigger point 

stimulation.

Colours may vary.  

 6-632   8cm diameter      ea   $4.00
 6-633   5cm diameter      ea   $3.00

Firm

Firm

8cm dia

5cm dia

Hard

Power Massage Ball
 A rock solid spiky massage ball for those who need some intense 

stimulation and muscle relief. Great for increasing blood circulation to 

affected areas. 

Diameter: 9cm. Weight: 200g. 

  6-693       ea  $8.90

Hard9cm dia

Soft10cm dia

Hard6.5cm diaSet of 3

RecoveryAll prices include GST. 301

https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/foam-rollers-and-self-massage/self-massage/hart-power-massage-ball?SearchID=4198275&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/foam-rollers-and-self-massage/self-massage/hart-acupressure-balls-set-of-3?SearchID=4198278&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/foam-rollers-and-self-massage/self-massage/hart-active-ball?SearchID=4198282&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-massage-balls?SearchID=4198286&SearchPos=10
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/foam-rollers-and-self-massage/self-massage/hart-acupressure-roller?SearchID=4198289&SearchPos=1


Recovery Kit
  Everything you need to relieve muscle soreness 

and tension and improve your flexibility. 

Kit Includes:

� 1 HART Fitness Mat

� 1 HART Onyx Foam Roller

� 1 HART Acupressure ball Set of 3

� 1 HART Massage Roller Stick

� 1 HART Stretching Band  

 6-794        ea   $105.00

Stretching Band
  Consists of one long length of stretch 

webbing with a loop at both ends. The stretch 

webbing allows for variable resistance 

which is great for isometric holds to increase 

flexibility and strength. Size: 180cm(L) x 

6.5cm(W).  

  6-566        ea    $22.90

Yoga Strap
  Made of a strong cotton blend with a PVC 

buckle. Yoga straps are ideal for assisting 

users into correct postures and increasing 

flexibility. Size: 250cm(L) x 38mm(W)  

  6-248     Purple     ea   $9.00

Stretching Loop
  One continuous loop of comfortable stretch webbing. An easy 

to use device to help relieve muscle tension and increase 

flexibility. 

Size: 6.5cm wide. 

185cm long
 6-575-S   Suits heights <185cm    ea   $22.50
200cm long
 6-575-L   Suits heights >185cm    ea   $22.50

Stretch Webbing

Stretch Webbing
Fixed Webbing

Recovery All prices include GST.302

https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-stretching-loops?SearchID=4198305&SearchPos=3
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/foam-rollers-and-self-massage/stretching/hart-stretching-band?SearchID=4198306&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/yoga-and-pilates/yoga-mats-and-accessories/hart-yoga-strap?SearchID=4198308&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/foam-rollers-and-self-massage/self-massage/hart-recovery-kit?SearchID=4198311&SearchPos=1


Therapy Wedge
 High load bearing foam provides support for activation 

exercises with a cushioned comfort surface.

Size: 63cm (L) x 60cm (W) x 15cm (H)  

 6-537    ea   $129.00

Knee Prop
 Features a flat base for stability. 

Size: 50cm (L) x 25cm (W) x 20cm (H)   

 6-536    ea  $89.00

Recovery Pad
Specially designed shape for placing leg in post-surgery or after activity to 

keep elevated and reduce swelling. Versatile shape that can be used lying on 

the ground, in bed or on a physio table.

Size: 74cm (L) x 21cm (W) x 27.9cm (H)

 6-539    ea $129.00

Flat Top Wedge
 High load bearing foam provides support for activation 

exercises with a cushioned comfort surface.

Size: 70cm (L) x 48cm (W) x 30cm (H) 

 6-538    ea  $195.00

Therapy Bolster
 Soft foam with limited resistance under pressure. 

Suitable for static positioning.

Size: 60cm (L) x 20cm diameter 

 6-535    ea   $79.00

POSITIONING SHAPES
Specially designed for therapists, 
using high quality foam and soft 
touch covers to provide complete 
comfort for your clients.

Soft20cm dia60cm (L)

Firm

70cm (L) x 48cm (w) x 30cm (H)

Firm

63cm (L) x 60cm (w) x 15cm (H)

Firm

50cm (L) x 25cm (w) x 20cm (H)

Firm74cm (L) x 21cm (w) x 27cm (H)

All products in the range are protected with Silverguard finish to 
provide a fresh, hygienic surface suitable for commercial use.

High load bearing foam provides support for 

activation exercises with a cushioned comfort surface.
Firm

Soft foam with limited resistance under 

pressure. Suitable for static positioning.
Soft

SUPER SOFT 
BALANCE PADS

Perfect for Rehab > Click here

RecoveryAll prices include GST. 303

https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/general-fitness/positioning-shapes/hart-therapy-bolster?SearchID=4198313&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/general-fitness/positioning-shapes/hart-flat-top-wedge?SearchID=4198315&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/general-fitness/positioning-shapes/hart-recovery-pad?SearchID=4198318&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/general-fitness/positioning-shapes/hart-knee-prop?SearchID=4198320&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/general-fitness/positioning-shapes/hart-knee-prop?SearchID=4198320&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/general-fitness/positioning-shapes/hart-therapy-wedge?SearchID=4198325&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/balance-core-strength-equipment/foam-balance


Resista Loop
 These closed loops of latex rubber are fantastic for warm ups 

and muscle activation in the lower or upper body. Very versatile 

training aid used for increasing resistance or assisting limb 

alignment. All loops are 305mm long and 76mm wide. Strength 

is determined by the thickness of the band. 

Resista Loop Pack
 12-242      set   $18.90

Resistance Level 1

 12-190   Yellow: 0.30mm     ea   $4.50

Resistance Level 2

 12-191   Green: 0.43mm     ea   $5.00

Resistance Level 3

 12-192   Red: 0.56mm       ea   $5.50

Resistance Level 4

 12-193   Blue: 0.74mm      ea   $6.00

Resistance Band – 1.2m
 Handy 1.2m pack for those who do not require bulk lengths. 

Latex free. Size:1.2m(L) x 14.5cm(W) 

 12-178-G   Green – Light 0.20mm   ea   $5.00

 12-178-R   Red – Medium 0.25mm   ea   $5.50

 12-178-B   Blue – Heavy 0.30mm   ea   $6.00

 12-178-BL   Black – X-Heavy 0.35mm   ea   $6.50

 12-179   Complete set   kit   $20.00

Resistance Band – 25m Roll
 Latex free to reduce skin irritations. 25m roll comes in a handy dispenser box so band 

can be cut to desired length. Size: 25m(L) x 14.5cm(W) 

 12-170-G   Green – Light 0.20mm   roll   $69.00

 12-170-R   Red – Medium 0.25mm   roll   $79.00

 12-170-B   Blue – Heavy 0.30mm   roll   $89.00

 12-170-BL   Black – X-Heavy 0.35mm   roll   $99.00

BUY SET

BUY SET

RESISTANCE BANDS & TUBES

Bulk
Buy

Resistance Bands & Tubes All prices include GST.304

https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/resistance-bands-tubing
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-resistance-bands?SearchID=4198333&SearchPos=4
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-resistance-bands-25m?SearchID=4198335&SearchPos=4
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-resista-loops?SearchID=4198337&SearchPos=9


Strength Band
 These latex rubber bands are a very popular training 

aid for a large variety of applications. Great for assisted 

pull ups, attaching to bars and benches for increased 

resistance, power development and stretching the upper 

or lower body. All bands are 105cm long and 4.5mm 

thick. The strength is determined by the width. 

Level 1: 4kg – 20kg
 12-195   Yellow: 20mm wide   ea   $25.00
Level 2: 12kg – 35kg
 12-196   Green: 32mm wide   ea   $32.50
Level 3: 20kg – 50kg
 12-197   Red: 44mm wide   ea   $42.50
Level 4: 28kg – 65kg
 12-198   Blue: 65mm wide   ea   $52.50
Complete Set
 12-241      set   $139.00

Strength Tube
 Great upper body strengthening device ideal for any facility 

or the home. The two 95cm extra-heavy duty rubber tubes 

allow for independent arm movements and a greater range 

of motion for more dynamic exercises. Rubber tubes are 

encased with a material sleeve to prevent cuts and other 

damage to prolong the life of the rubber. Includes two 

adjustable handles and a handy wall hook attachment to 

allow simulation of cable weight machine exercises. Can be 

attached to wall hook or wedged into a door jam. Includes 

carry bag. 

 2-083      ea   $39.00

BUY SET

Mini Strength Band
 Versatile and portable tool to increase difficulty of any workout. Easily 

wrapped around feet, ankles or knees, these add more intensity than 

resista loops. Target smaller muscle groups for rehab or use with barbells 

for banded lifts and presses.  All bands are 30cm long and 4.5mm thick. 

The strength is determined by the width. 

Level 1: 13kg - 22kg
 12-185   Yellow: 2.2cm wide   ea  $7.50
Level 2: 18kg - 36kg
 12-186   Green: 3.2cm wide   ea  $10.50
Level 3: 22kg - 54kg
 12-187   Red: 4.4cm wide   ea  $13.50
Level 4: 27kg - 68kg
 12-188   Blue: 6.6cm wide   ea  $17.50
Complete Set
 12-240      set  $45.00

BUY SET

Adjustable
handles

Handy wall hook
attachment

Resistance Bands & TubesAll prices include GST. 305

https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-strength-bands?SearchID=4198338&SearchPos=10
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-mini-strength-bands?SearchID=4198339&SearchPos=10
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/resistance-bands-and-tubing/resistance-tubing/hart-strength-tube-with-safety-sleeve?SearchID=4198340&SearchPos=1


Elastic band

Resistance Tube – 1.25m
 Rubber latex tube with heavy duty TPR handles. Great, adaptable fitness 

tool which allows exercises to be performed over the full range of motion. 

Size: 1.25m long 

 12-176-G   Green – Light 10mm   ea   $16.50

 12-176-R   Red – Medium 11mm   ea   $17.00

 12-176-B   Blue – Heavy 12mm   ea   $17.50

 12-176-BL   Black – X-Heavy 12.5mm   ea   $18.00

 12-177   Complete set   kit   $62.00

Resistance Tubing – 25m 
Roll
 25m roll comes in a handy dispenser box and can be cut to 

desired length. Natural rubber latex. Size: 25m long 

 12-172-G   Green – Light 10mm   roll   $115.00

 12-172-R   Red – Medium 11mm   roll   $125.00

 12-172-B   Blue – Heavy 12mm   roll   $135.00

 12-172-BL   Black – X-Heavy 12.5mm   roll   $145.00

Resistance Tube with Safety Sleeve 
– 1.25m
 Latex rubber tubes with ergonomic TPR handles. The material safety sleeves are 

designed to protect the rubber from nicks, cuts, UV damage and corrosion that 

occurs in everyday use as well as providing a safety stretch limit. Size: 1.25m 

long 

 12-180-G   Green – Light   ea   $29.00

 12-180-R   Red – Medium   ea   $30.00

 12-180-B   Blue – Heavy   ea   $31.00

 12-180-BL   Black – X-Heavy   ea   $32.00

 12-181   Complete set   kit   $109.00

VersaBand
 Completely portable tool to add resistance to any workout. 

Fully adjustable to accommodate different user heights and 

exercise positions. The extra tough elasticised band provides 

increased durability and longevity. Comfortable rubber ringed 

handles for better grip. Band length: 195cm. 

 12-168-G   Green - Light   ea   $16.90

 12-168-R   Red - Medium   ea   $17.90

 12-168-BL   Black - Hard   ea   $18.90

Adjustable

Excellent for rehabilitation, fitness, flexibility and general 

resistance training. Resistance level is identified by 

the colour.

BUY SET

BUY SET

Light Medium Hard

Bulk
Buy

Resistance Bands & Tubes All prices include GST.306

https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-resistance-tubes-with-safety-sleeve?SearchID=4198345&SearchPos=4
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-versaband?SearchID=4198346&SearchPos=3
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-resistance-tubes?SearchID=4198349&SearchPos=4
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-resistance-tubing-25m?SearchID=4198352&SearchPos=4


Remove spike Store spike Folds in half Flexi spring base
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For training on hard court surfaces, simply remove the spring and 

spike to use with HART Rubber Bases (44-089 and 44-087). 

For easy, safe transport and storage, store the removable spikes 

inside the poles and unscrew the two piece poles. 

Size:

173cm long, two piece pole

25mm diameter

15cm metal spike 

Spring Base Agility Poles
Lightweight pole with spring spike base are 
perfect for outdoor use and provides a fast 
response when knocked.

Agility Pole Kit
 Includes: 10 Spring Base Agility Poles – Two Piece (2-041) and 

one carry bag. 

 2-037    kit  $185.00

AGILITY POLES

2-033

115cm

2-017

120cm

2-043

160cm

2-034

170cm

2-041

173cm

2-039

180cm

2-040

100-180cmHeight

Code

Agility Pole Bag
 Holds up to 10 poles. Suits Spring Base Agility Pole (2-041) only. 

Size: 120cm(L) x 17.5cm diameter. 

 2-036   Bag only   ea  $20.00

SPEED & AGILITY

Set of 10 173cm (h)

BUY KIT

$18.50 
 ea 

 2-041 

Rubber Pole Base
 Heavy weight rubber for excellent stability. Suits HART Spring 

Base Agility Pole (2-041), HART Mini Agility Poles (2-033) and 

HART Dome Kit Poles (44-025). Diameter: 25cm. Weight: 2.2kg.

Poles not included. 

 44-089      ea   $6.90

Two Hole Rubber Pole Base
 Two hole design allows pole to be used vertically or on an angle. 

Adds an extra dimension to training. Suitable for use indoors or 

outdoors. Heavy duty rubber. Suits HART Agility Pole (2-041), 

HART Mini Agility Poles (2-033) and HART Pole (44-025). 

Diameter: 23cm Weight: 1.3kg 

Poles not included. 

 44-087      ea   $8.90

Speed & AgilityAll prices include GST. 307

Mini Agility Pole Kit
 Ideal training kit for on the go. Small agility poles are easily stored 

and perfect for transportation in a convenient carry bag. Spring base 

allows for bending when knocked. Sturdy 25mm PVC Pole with a 15cm 

metal tip and rubber encased spring. Pole is 115cm long and 25mm 

diameter.

Includes:6 Fluro Orange Poles, 6 Fluro Yellow Poles, 1 Carry Bag. 

 2-033    kit  $179.00

115cm (h)Set of 12
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https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/speed-agility-equipment
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/speed-and-agility/agility-poles/hart-agility-pole-2-piece?SearchID=4198355&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/speed-and-agility/agility-poles/hart-agility-pole-kit-10-x-2-pce-poles?SearchID=4198356&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/speed-and-agility/agility-poles/hart-agility-pole-carry-bag-2-pce-poles?SearchID=4198357&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/speed-and-agility/agility-poles/hart-mini-agility-pole-kit?SearchID=4198358&SearchPos=1
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Foam Marker Posts
 Great agility training aid that can be be used upright like agility poles or laid 

flat like ladder rungs. Also ideal as goals and corner posts for field training and 

games. Foam construction combined with a weighted sand base mean these 

bollards will return to the upright position when knocked up to 45 degrees. High 

visibility vinyl cover and attached carry handles make these a safe, convenient 

training aid that can be used on any surface in any conditions. Suitable for 

use indoors and outdoors. Note that 110cm posts are not suitable for windy 

conditions. Size: 45cm(H) x 10cm(W) x 10cm(D). Each post weighs 1.6kg.

  6-714   45cm high   set of 4   $49.00
  9-530   110cm high   set of 4   $99.00

Re-Writable Sign Board
 Easily slides on to agility poles. Any text or diagrams 

written in whiteboard markers is easily erased. 

Diameter: 25cm 

 44-085      ea   $4.50

Multi Use Rubber Base
 Multi Use Rubber Base with emovable adaptor allows it to be used with standard 

poles or with spike poles. Suitable to fit poles 2-033, 2-034 2-041 and 2-043. 

 44-092      ea   $8.90

 44-085      ea   

Rubber Base Pole Kit
 Includes 10 poles and bag. 

 2-035-Y   Yellow  Poles  kit   $149.00
 2-035-O   Orange  Poles  kit   $149.00
 2-035-W   White  Poles  kit   $149.00

Rubber Base 
Agility Pole
 Sturdy, heavy weight PVC pole. Has a 

15cm metal tip and rubber encased spring. 

Pole is 180cm long. Diameter 25mm. 

 2-039-W   White   ea   $14.90
 2-039-Y   Yellow   ea   $14.90
 2-039-O   Orange   ea   $14.90
 2-039   Bag only   ea   $21.50
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Spike Agility Pole Set
 Lightweight high vis poles with simple spike design. 

Set includes 6 Fluro Yellow poles and 6 Fluro 

Orange poles in a sturdy carry bag.

Poles are 170cm long and 25mm diameter with a 

10cm spike. 

 2-034      set   $89.00
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45cm (h)

180m (h)

180m (h) 170m (h)

110cm (h)

Set of 4

Set of 12

Set of 10

Set of 4

BUY KIT

Rubber 

spring base

Rubber 

spring base

Carry Bag
Included
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https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-rubber-base-agility-poles?SearchID=4198364&SearchPos=20
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Telescopic Agility 
Pole Set
 Set of 4 height adjustable PVC poles with fixed 

metal spike in a carry bag.

Height adjusts from 100cm to 180cm 

 2-040    set of 4  $39.00
Safety Agility Pole Set

 Set of 4 agility posts with heavy rubber bases, perfect for use indoors, on 

hard court surfaces or astro turf where a spike based pole can't be used. 

Snug fit into base allows to be easily picked up and moved around. Rubber 

covered tops provide additional safety. Suitable for use as Rounders Posts.

Posts: 120cm high

Bases: 21.5cm diameter x 1.25kg 

 2-017    set of 4  $49.00

Carry Bag
Included

Height
adjustable
100cm to

180cm

Pro Spike Agility Pole
 Set of six professional 33mm wide fluro orange 

agility poles. Extra thickness provides strength and 

great visibility for night training. Pole is 160cm high 

with a 10cm spike. 

 2-043    set  $49.00

160cm (h)

120cm (h)

Set of 6

Set of 4

100-180cm (h)Set of 4

Speed & AgilityAll prices include GST. Bulky items with  have extra freight charges. 309

https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-pro-spike-agility-pole-33mm-2-043?SearchID=4198378&SearchPos=1
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Step Hurdle
 Durable light weight PVC Hurdles. Great 

training aid for increasing foot speed, agility 

and lateral power. 

Step Hurdle – 
Set of Six
 Set of six durable lightweight PVC 

Hurdles. Comes in a convenient carry 

bag. 

 2-063    45cm high    kit  $66.50
 2-061    30cm high    kit  $59.50
 2-062    15cm high    kit  $52.50

Flat Hurdle
 Lightweight, PVC, one-piece twisted design. Flexible bounce-back construction 

means they can be stepped on without damage and spring straight back in to shape. 

Flat Hurdle 
Pack
 Set of six flexible flat hurdles with a 

handy carry strap.  

 2-170    15cm high    pk  $37.90
 2-171    22.5cm high    pk  $40.50
 2-172    30cm high    pk  $43.50
 2-173    37.5cm high    pk  $46.00

Can be stepped on

15cm 30cm

Hurdle Carry 
Strap
  Simple design makes it easy to carry 

step hurdles. Velcro closure. Holds up 

to eight HART Step hurdles.

Hurdles not included.  

 6-692       ea   $5.90

Dual Height Mini Hurdle
 Hurdle legs rotate to create two heights from one hurdle. Adjusts to 15cm or 30cm high.  

 2-064       ea    $14.50
    Multi Buy 10+   $13.00

Adjustable Hurdle
 Strong PVC construction. Bases are weighted for stability. Adjusts to four heights: 51cm, 59cm, 

67cm and 75cm. Legs fold in for easy storage. Width: 98cm. 

 2-157      ea   $36.50

Adjusts to
4 heights

Stores
flat

Macro Step Hurdle – 45cm high
 2-078      ea   $10.50
   Multi Buy 10+  $9.50

Mini Step Hurdle – 30cm high
 2-071      ea   $9.50
   Multi Buy 10+  $8.50

Micro Step Hurdle – 15cm high
 2-072      ea   $8.50
   Multi Buy 10+  $7.70

45cm

 2-087     ea   $6.50

22.5cm

 2-089     ea   $7.50

37.5cm

 Lightweight, PVC, one-piece twisted design. Flexible bounce-back construction 
 2-088     ea   $7.00

30cm

One hurdle
Two heights

 2-086     ea   $6.00

15cm

Speed & Agility All prices include GST.310

https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-set-of-6-hurdles-with-carry-bag?SearchID=4198394&SearchPos=10
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-step-hurdles?SearchID=4198397&SearchPos=15
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-flat-hurdle-packs?SearchID=4198399&SearchPos=9
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-flat-hurdles?SearchID=4198401&SearchPos=15
https://www.hartsport.com.au/sport/athletics/hurdles/hart-adjustable-hurdle?SearchID=4198406&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/speed-and-agility/step-hurdles/hart-height-adjust-mini-hurdle-15cm-to-30cm?SearchID=4198408&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/speed-and-agility/step-hurdles/hart-hurdle-carry-strap?SearchID=4198410&SearchPos=1


Foam Mini Hurdle
  These fluro orange foam hurdles with a 

loaded sand base are a fantastic, safe option 

for speed, agility or plyometric work. The 

self righting features mean these hurdles will 

return to upright when knocked over (except 

when knocked completely flat). Can be used 

indoors or outdoors. 

Size: 32cm(H) x 34cm(W). Weight: 2kg.  

 6-715       ea  $25.00

Step Over Bag
 � Multi-use training tool for all sports. 

� Use as a hurdle for lateral step training, as 

a shield for contact and blocking training, or 

improve running technique by focusing on 

knee lift. 

� The slanted sides and foam construction 

allows athletes to build confidence without 

looking at their feet. 

� Covered in heavy duty UV stabilised vinyl. 

� Australian Made

� Size: 120cm (L) x 25cm (H) x 40cm wide at 

base and 20cm wide at top.

� Weight: 3.5kg 

 6-607      ea   $199.00

Cone Hurdle Set
  This versatile kit allows you to set up multiple speed and agility training drills. Use poles on top 

of markers as step hurdles or use the poles individually as a ladder. Markers are 9cm high and 

poles are 60cm long. Includes 10 poles and 20 markers in a carry bag.  

 2-081       set   $35.00

3-in-1 Foam Step Hurdle
 Improve your speed and agility with the 3-in-1 foam plyo hurdle. The two height bars 

attach on top of the main hurdle to increase difficulty, or use the individual bars as 

additional small steps. Great for foot speed, plyo or lateral agility drills. When not in 

use, the bars stack inside the hurdle and attach with hook and loop, great for storage 

and transport. Made from dense PE foam with a PVC cover. Suitable for indoor or 

outdoor use. Main hurdle is 20cm and extra height bars are 5cm each.

Size: 60cm (L) x 20cm (W) 

 6-608       ea   $35.00

Stackable

Speed & AgilityAll prices include GST. Bulky items with  have extra freight charges. 311
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� The round rungs give instant feedback to the athlete if 

they stand on one 

� Ideal if precision is required

� Rungs are fixed to the side webbing so they cannot 

be adjusted

� Ideal for grass (not recommended for hard surfaces)

Double Agility Ladder 
–  Round
 Double the challenge for your athletes. Ladders are 

4.5m long with 11 tubular rungs spaced at 45cm 

intervals. Rungs are 81cm wide so each of the 20 

foot spaces are 45cm x 40cm. Ends of side webbing 

have hook and loop attachments so multiple ladders 

can be joined end to end. Includes carry bag. 

 2-077   4.5m –  11 rungs   ea   $52.50

Agility Ladder – Round
 The hard wearing tubular plastic rungs provide 

instant feedback to the athlete. The rungs are spaced 

at 45cm intervals and form a ladder guaranteed to 

challenge foot control, balance and agility. Ends of 

side webbing have hook and loop attachments so 

multiple ladders can be joined end to end. Includes 

carry bag. 

 2-070-A   8.5m – 20 rungs   ea   $49.50

� Rungs are 5mm high x 37mm wide

� Ideal for beginners

� Rungs can be slid up and down the side webbing so the 

size of the squares can be adjusted

� Ideal for harder surfaces

� Not recommended for slippery indoor surfaces

Agility Ladder – Flat
 Fantastic and popular training aid to enhance 

foot speed, agility, coordination and balance. 

Ladders have adjustable flat rungs. Side 

webbing includes spacer markers at 45cm 

intervals and hook and loop attachments so 

multiple ladders can be joined end to end. 

Includes carry bag. 

 2-070   8m – 18 Rungs   ea   $49.50
 2-011   4m – 9 Rungs   ea   $25.00

Double Agility Ladder –  Flat
 Double the fun! Ladders are 4m long with 9 flat rungs spaced 

at 45cm intervals. Rungs are 52cm wide so each of the 16 foot 

spaces are 45cm x 41cm. Ends of side webbing have velcro 

attachments so multiple ladders can be joined end to end. 

Includes carry bag. 

 2-014   4m –  9 Rungs   ea   $52.50

ROUND LADDERS FLAT LADDERS

Speed & Agility All prices include GST.312

https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-tubular-agility-ladder-8-5m?SearchID=4198427&SearchPos=1
https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-flat-agility-ladders?SearchID=4198432&SearchPos=43
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https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/speed-and-agility/speed-ladders/hart-double-agility-ladder-4m-flat?SearchID=4198440&SearchPos=4


Multi Colour Agility Ladder
 Add colour to your training session with the rainbow agility ladder. Shorter 2m length for those 

with restricted space. Use the colours for different exercises and targets. Six rungs are 42cm 

wide and spaced at 42cm intervals. Anti-skid technology provides better grip than traditional 

plastic rungs allowing for use indoors or outdoors. Clips at each end allows multiple ladders to 

be joined together. Comes with a convenient carry bag. 

 2-016      ea   $16.50

� Four different colour ladders allow you to set up a huge 
variety of footwork pattern drills.

� Hook and loop ends to join ladders together to create. 
straight, square, triangle or cross formations.

� Use as visual cues during drills or for team 
identification.

� Fixed tubular rungs are spaced 45cm apart.

Anti-Skid Agility Ladder
 The soft, flexible anti-skid rungs are perfect for indoors where 

they provide more grip on hard surfaces than traditional plastic 

rungs. Rungs are 43.5cm wide and spaced at 45cm intervals. 

Ends of side webbing have plastic clips so multiple ladders can 

be joined together. Includes carry bag. 

  6-756   9m – 21 rungs   ea   $55.00
  6-757   4m – 10 rungs   ea   $29.00

Anti-Skid

Four Colour Agility Ladder

 $49.50 
 ea 

 6-640 

4 x 2m Ladders

 $99.00
 ea 

 6-641 

4 x 4m Ladders

Speed & AgilityAll prices include GST. 313

https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-four-colour-agility-ladder-set?SearchID=4198442&SearchPos=5
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Hex-a-Rings
 Versatile training tool can be constructed in any range of layouts 

to enhance your workout. Focus on foot speed by connecting as a 

speed ladder or work on change of direction and reaction speed 

by setting out as agility rings. Includes 6 Hex Rings and 6 two-way 

clips. 

Size: 56.5cm (L) x 50cm (W). 

 6-614      set of 6   $29.00

Agility Rings Set
 Create your own training patterns to develop agility, foot speed 

and leg drive. Set contains 12 flat PVC hoops which can be used 

indoors or outdoors. The 12 included PVC clips allow you to 

keep the rings in position during drills. Includes carry bag.

Diameter: 50cm 

 6-630      set   $75.00

50cm Hollow Hoop
 33-020-B   Blue   ea   $4.50
 33-020-G   Green   ea   $4.50
 33-020-R   Red   ea   $4.50
 33-020-Y   Yellow   ea   $4.50
60cm Hollow Hoop
 33-021-B   Blue   ea   $5.00
 33-021-G   Green   ea   $5.00
 33-021-R   Red   ea   $5.00
 33-021-Y   Yellow   ea   $5.00

75cm Hollow Hoop
 33-022-B   Blue   ea   $5.50
 33-022-G   Green   ea   $5.50
 33-022-R   Red   ea   $5.50
 33-022-Y   Yellow   ea   $5.50
90cm Hollow Hoop
 33-023-B   Blue   ea   $7.00
 33-023-G   Green   ea   $7.00
 33-023-R   Red   ea   $7.00
 33-023-Y   Yellow   ea   $7.00

Hollow Hoop
 Great for all types of games and activities. Ultra strong 19mm HDPE piping. Suitable for use 

with HART Super Dome Base (44-026) and HART Super Connectors (44-027). Can be used as 

hula hoop. 

Flat Hoop
 Compatible with HART Super Dome Base (44-026), HART Super Connector (44-027), HART 

Square Base (44-028) and HART Multi-use Witches Hat (44-111). 

70cm Flat Hoop
 33-223-B   Blue   ea   $6.00
 33-223-G   Green   ea   $6.00
 33-223-R   Red   ea   $6.00
 33-223-Y   Yellow   ea   $6.00

60cm Flat Hoop
 33-222-B   Blue   ea   $5.50
 33-222-G   Green   ea   $5.50
 33-222-R   Red   ea   $5.50
 33-222-Y   Yellow   ea   $5.50

50cm dia

50cm dia

Set of 12

Set of 6

Set of 6

PVC clip

Rubber Marking Rings
 Multipurpose marking rings can be used for any 

range of activities. Use in sports drills, active play or 

speed and agility training. Suitable for use indoors 

or outdoors. 

Diameter: 41cm. 

 44-208      set of 6   $39.00

Speed & Agility All prices include GST.314

https://www.hartsport.com.au/fitness/speed-and-agility/agility/hart-agility-rings-set-12?SearchID=4198451&SearchPos=1
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Multi-use Witches Hat
 Durable plastic 50cm high. Suitable for use with poles 

(44-025), and flat hoops (33-222 and 33-223). Four 

holes on four sides. 

 44-111      ea   $14.90

Super Dome 
Base
 Holds Posts, Hollow Hoops and Flat 

Hoops. Bases can be filled with sand 

or small pebbles to provide stability. 

 44-026     ea   $7.90

DOME KIT SPARES 

& ADDS-ONS

Multi Hurdle 
Cone Set
 Allows hurdle to be adjusted from 10cm to 

50cm high in 5cm increments.

� 2 HART Multi-use Witches Hat

� 2 HART Clip on Ladder

� 1 HART Pole – 1 metre 

 44-080      ea   $45.00

Square Base
 Suits HART poles and flat hoops. Poles can 

be inserted horizontally or vertically. Size: 

15cm x 15cm x 9.5cm. Colours may vary. 

 44-028     ea   $9.00

Versa Cone Set
 Multi use cone that can be used with poles 

to create hurdles at different heights. Pack 

of 10 markers in a convenient carry bag. 

Size: 16cm (H) x 30cm diameter 

 44-168      set   $21.50

 44-111      ea   

Dome Kit
 Great for plyometric and agility training. Hinged joint 

rotates 360°. Crossbars can be set to any height or 

angle. Bases can be filled with sand or small pebbles 

to provide stability. Set up as agility poles or hurdles. 

Suitable for use indoors or outdoors.

� 4 HART Domes with Caps (fillable)

� 6 HART Poles (two piece)

� 4 HART Standard Connectors  

 44-021-B     Blue    set  $75.00
 44-021-R     Red    set  $75.00
 44-021-Y     Yellow    set  $75.00

Super Connectors
 Hinged joint rotates 360°. Can be used with 

poles, round and flat hoops. 

 44-027     ea   $3.50

Rotate
360˚

50cm (h)50cm (h)

Trainer Cone
 Moulded notches on the top of the cone allows poles 

to sit snugly.

Size: 8cm high x 20cm diameter. 

 44-155      ea   $1.60

20cm dia

Versa Cone
 Multi use cone marker that can be used with poles to 

create hurdles at various heights. Size: 16cm high x 

30cm diameter. 

 44-157      ea   $3.30

30cm dia
30cm dia

Hex Cone Set
 Pack of 20 markers – 10 yellow and 10 orange. Poles 

can be placed on them for a variety of different 

exercises.

Size: 20cm (W) x 5cm (H) 

 44-167      set  $12.50

20cm (w)Set of 20

Set of 10

Standard Dome 
Base
 Holds Dome Kit Poles only. Bases can 

be filled with sand or small pebbles to 

provide stability. 

 44-023     ea   $6.50

Suits Poles Suits Poles and Flat HoopsSuits Poles, Round or Flat Hoops

Pole
 One 160cm pole. Comes in two pieces. 

Size: 25mm diameter. 

 44-025     ea   $5.90

2 pieces
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https://www.hartsport.com.au/hart-dome-kits?SearchID=4198471&SearchPos=4
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Waist Belt
 75mm wide adjustable belt with 

stainless steel ring. Suitable for 

use with HART Speed Sleds, 

HART Catapult Cords and HART 

Quick Release Harness. 

 2-069      ea   $13.50

Shoulder Harness
 Chest/shoulder harness with a stainless steel 

ring. Suitable for use with HART Catapult 

Trainer, HART Dual Resistance Trainer, HART 

Speed Sleds and HART Quick Release 

Harness. One size fits all. 

 2-074-H      ea   $13.50

 Chest/shoulder harness with a stainless steel 

 2-074-H      ea   

Catapult Cord
 Bungy style flexicord encased in a material 

safety sleeve. Snaplock hooks at both ends. 

Compatible with HART Waist Belt (2-069) and 

HART Shoulder Harness (2-074-H). 

Please note: These are the same cords 

included with the HART Catapult Trainers. 

 2-031   6m long   ea   $79.00
 2-030   3m long   ea   $45.00

Speed Resistor
 Resisted sprinting is the most simple and effective means of adding a load to your sprinting 

motion. This Speed Resistor helps develop speed and acceleration for the sprinter, while 

working the “holder” eccentrically to develop stopping strength. One size fits all. 

 2-073      ea   $18.90

Lateral Step Trainer
 Improves lateral speed, balance and speed off the mark by increasing the muscle load specific 

to sideways movement. Great for one-on-one drills, warm ups and improving upper leg 

strength. Length of cord is 15cm unstretched.  

 6-615     Heavy    ea   $29.90
 6-616     Medium    ea   $29.90

Speed Chute
 The speed chute will give you the speed strength necessary to run faster in any direction without 

having a negative impact on technique, as the chute allows you to run with correct form and at 

maximum speeds. Beginners and young athletes can use the Medium Speed Chutes, for all 

other athletes we recommend the Large size. 

Large – 120cm diameter
 2-075-L        ea   $35.90
Medium – 80cm diameter
 2-075-M       ea   $35.90

RESISTANCE & OVERSPEED TRAINING
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Dual Resistance 
Trainer
 Dual resistance training is excellent for sprint 

and agility training. Consists of two 75mm 

wide waist belts connected by a 2.7m long, 

38mm webbing strap. Includes carry bag. 

 2-067      ea   $38.50

Quick Release Harness
 The holder provides breaking resistance to the sprinter before 

activating the quick release mechanism, allowing the sprinter 

to explode away. Fantastic device for developing running and 

explosive acceleration. Consists of one waist belt and one 

2.7m lead with PVC handle and quick release strap. 

Includes carry bag. 

 2-010      ea   $59.00

Catapult Trainer
 Includes two waist belts and one bungy style flexicord. The 

athlete is pulled faster so they are forced to increase stride 

rate and length. The rate of the overspeed is easily controlled 

by the starting stretch placed on the tubing. 3m trainer is great 

for indoors or where space is limited 

 2-068   6m long   ea   $89.50
 2-066   3m long   ea   $59.50

Strength Band
 These latex rubber bands are a very popular training aid for a large variety of applications. 

Great for assisted pull ups, attaching to bars and benches for increased resistance, power 

development and stretching the upper or lower body. All bands are 105cm long and 4.5mm 

thick. The strength is determined by the width. 

Level 1: 4kg – 20kg
 12-195   Yellow: 20mm wide   ea   $25.00
Level 2: 12kg – 35kg
 12-196   Green: 32mm wide   ea   $32.50
Level 3: 20kg – 50kg
 12-197   Red: 44mm wide   ea   $42.50
Level 4: 28kg – 65kg
 12-198   Blue: 65mm wide   ea   $52.50

Strength Band Pack
 12-241      set   $139.00

Agility Belt
 Read, react, evade and defend! The agility belt is unmatched for one on one evasive skills, 

reactive speed and fun fitness training. Perfect for football, netball, basketball and any sport 

that requires short space defending and stepping. Includes two waist belts with connecting 

leads. Each lead has two velcro tabs for attaching athletes different distances apart. 

 2-079        ea  $11.90
       

BUY KIT
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Power Sled
 This heavy duty sled can be pulled using a harness 

and lead or pushed using the vertical plate racks or 

the two horizontal bars.

� Sturdy frame 60mm x 60mm steel tubing

� 3 ring attachments for towing

� 6mm steel shoes that can be used on any surface 

(can be replaced if necessary)

� Detachable chrome plated plate stacks (suitable 

for Olympic Plates only)

� Weight: 27kg

� Assembled size: 90cm x 80cm x 82cm (H)

Some assembly required. Harness and weights not 

included. 

 2-018      ea   $299.00

Replacement Shoes
 Complete set of three steel shoes for the HART 

Power Sled (2-018). 6mm thick and includes bolts. 

 2-019      set of 3   $65.00

Pro Speed Sled
 Heavy duty speed sled designed to develop 

powerful leg drive. Tow using the shoulder harness 

or use the handles to push the sled to develop hip 

and leg drive. Includes sled, shoulder harness and 

3.7m Pro Speed Sled Lead. Suitable for Olympic 

style plate weights only. Size: 95cm(L) x 50cm(W) x 

18cm(H) Weight: 14.5kg 

Plate weight not included. 

 2-020      ea   $139.00

Speed Sled
 Allows the athlete to sprint with their 

normal running form while overcoming 

consistent extra resistance. Includes sled, 

resistor harness and 3.7m lead. Weight: 

3.5kg.

Size: 75cm(L) x 45cm(W) x 18cm(H).

Plate weight not included. 

 2-074      ea   $79.00

Pro Speed Sled Lead
 3.7m webbing lead with snaplock hooks. Designed 

specifically for HART Pro Speed Sled (2-020) and 

HART Power Sled (2-018). 

 2-020-L      ea   $13.50

Speed Sled Lead
 Spare lead for HART Speed Sled (2-074). 

3.7m long webbing strap with snaplock 

hooks at each end. 

 2-074-B      ea   $10.50

Pro Speed Sack
 Develop sprint speed and acceleration with the weighted Speed Sack. Waist belt 

allows for the user to run with their regular technique while providing continual 

resistance. The Pro Speed Sack is more versatile than a metal sled as runners 

can adjust to a lighter weight to suit all levels of speed training. Non-marking sack 

can be used on grass or most indoor surfaces. Internal handle can be used to 

perform lower body exercises. Includes six weight bags, 10cm wide waist belt 

with 3m lead and speed sack. Bags are supplied empty and we recommend 

using standard dry pit sand for filling. . 

 2-080        ea  $129.00

HOLDS UP TO 30KG

Three anchoring
points
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Pyramid Ball
 Suitable for all ages. Great way to introduce the basics of 

reaction times, split step and hand-eye coordination due to 

erratic bounce. Inflatable, pliant rubber. Pyramid shape. Size: 

16cm. 

 33-077-B   Blue   ea   $11.50
 33-077-G   Green   ea   $11.50
 33-077-R   Red   ea   $11.50
 33-077-Y   Yellow   ea   $11.50

Reaction Ball
 Irregular bounce is perfect for improving reaction time, agility, 

foot speed and hand-eye coordination. The hard six sided ball 

will bounce with speed in any direction after it hits the ground. 

Best used on a firm surface. 

 16-055   Small 7cm   ea   $3.00
 16-056   Large 10cm   ea   $6.50

Super Reaction Ball Set
 These reaction balls are extra firm and super fast to create 

even more challenges for athletes. Set contains a Blue, Red, 

Green and Yellow ball so you can design your own decision 

making drills. Set of 4. Includes carry bag. 

Diameter of balls: 7cm. 

 6-631      set   $21.50

Neon Reaction Ball Set
 Bright, fun, rubber reaction balls that will bounce in all different 

directions. Fantastic for developing hand-eye coordination, 

agility and balance. Size: 7cm diameter 

 16-053      set of 6   $15.50

Foam Reaction Ball
 Huge foam reaction ball great for improving foot speed! PU 

covered foam makes this a safe, fun reaction ball while still 

providing all the challenges that irregular bounce provides. 

Size: 24cm diameter. 

 16-059      ea   $10.90

Pyramid Ball

Set of 4

Set of 6

Agility Training Kit
 This kit will help you develop agility, foot speed, reaction and 

quickness for all sports. 

� 10 HART Agility Pole – Two piece

� 1 HART Agility Pole Bag

� 6 HART Step Hurdles – Micro

� 1 HART Hurdle Carry Bag

� 1 HART Agility Belt

� 1 HART Agility Ladder – Tubular

� 1 HART Lateral Step Trainer – Med

� 1 HART Super Reaction Ball Set 

Kit includes:

BUY KIT
 $315.00 

 kit 
 6-511 

Speed Training Kit
 Improve your speed with this great selection of speed training 

equipment. Everything fits into a handy bag so you can take it 

to every training session.

� 6 HART Step Hurdles – Micro

� 1 HART Agility Ladder – Flat

� 1 HART Speed Resistor

� 1 HART Speed Chute – Large

� 1 HART Carry Bag   

Kit includes:

BUY KIT
 $135.00

kit
 6-510-L 

Carry bag
included

REACTION BALLS
These balls have an irregular bounce 

that is perfect for improving reaction 

time, agility, foot speed and hand/eye 

coordination.

Pyramid BallPyramid Ball

16-055

7cm
16-056

10cm
33-077

16cm
16-059

24cm
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What does Anti Burst mean?

Swiss Ball
 Great all round Swiss Ball for all types of strength, flexibility, balance, 

rehabilitation and core training exercises. Ridged finish for extra grip. 

Maximum user weight 136kg. Latex free. 

 33-314   38cm – Yellow   ea   $22.00

 33-315   55cm – Blue   ea   $25.00

 33-316   65cm – Green   ea   $28.00

 33-317   75cm – Red   ea   $31.00

Anti Burst Swiss Ball
 Anti burst technology increases safety for all users for rehabilitation, 

strength and sport specific training. If punctured, the ball will deflate 

slowly and safely to minimise injury. The non-slip, soft surface enhances 

user comfort and the shape retention characteristics make this ball a #1 

seller. Anti Burst rated to 227kg. Latex free. 

 2-001   55cm – Silver   ea   $35.00

 2-002   65cm – Dark Grey   ea   $42.00

 2-003   75cm – Black   ea   $49.00

55cm

38cm 55cm 65cm 75cm

75cm65cm

SWISS BALLS
Swiss Ball Sizing Guide

Ball Size Height

38cm > 155cm

55cm 155 - 170cm

65cm 170 - 185cm

75cm 185cm <

If the ball is punctured, 

it will deflate slowly and 

safely.

R
a

te
d

 to 227kg

R
a
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d

 to 227kg

$28.00

$31.00

55cm 65cm
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Anti Burst Peanut Ball
 Peanut shape ensures that the ball will only move in one 

plane. Great for beginners, children or the elderly and also 

ideal for managed rehabilitation. Anti Burst rated to 227kg. 

Latex free. 

 6-567   50cm – Blue   ea   $50.00

 6-568   60cm – Green   ea   $60.00

Air Compressor
 Unique profile design with easy to read built-in pressure gauge. 

High capacity pump allows for faster inflation times. Durable low 

noise motor provides quieter operation and long life. Two storage 

compartments for power cord, air hose and accessories. Includes 

Swiss Ball nozzle and ball inflating needles. Weight 3.9kg  Flow Rate: 

25 lpm. 

 37-785      ea   $189.00

Super Inflator Compressor
 This is a fantastic, compact inflation device that can be used for both 

inflation and deflation. Sturdy heavy duty plastic housing. Complete 

with pressure gauge and carry handle. 1/5 HP. Comes complete 

with coiled hose and attachments for all types of ball and equipment 

inflation. 

Flow rate: 19 lpm. 

 37-779      ea   $285.00

Maxi Pump
 Lightweight, high volume, double action hand 

pump for topping up your Swiss Balls. Also 

includes an inflating needle for use on sports 

balls. 

 2-004      ea   $6.00

Swiss Ball Base
 Ball won't roll away when you stand up. Made of 

polypropylene – a robust synthetic material that 

is easy to clean and capable of carrying high 

capacity. 

Size: 440mm diameter x 55mm high. 

 33-320      ea   $15.00

50cm

60cm

Swiss Ball Super Pump
 New double action, heavy duty stirrup pump, featuring a large handle and foot plate. 

A really fast, efficient and effortless way to inflate Swiss Balls without having to

worry about batteries or electrical supply. Durable, lightweight plastic body with large 

capacity. Nozzle fits most valve sizes. Inflates and deflates in minutes! 

 37-795      ea   $30.50

SECS SECS MINS

Peanut Ball Sizing Guide

Ball Size Height

50cm 155 - 165cm

60cm 165 - 180cm

R
a

te
d

 to 227kg

Inflates in

minutes!
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Swiss Ball Rack – 4 Layer
 Lightweight PVC rack which can store up to eight Swiss Balls. Features 

lockable castor wheels for easy transportation. Features locking pins on top 

and bottom levels for extra stability. Size: 132cm(L) x 45cm(W) x 205cm(H) 

Please note: 75cm balls will only fit on top rack. 

Some assembly required. Balls not included. 

 6-569    ea  $225.00
Swiss Ball Tree

 Optimise your storage space with this functional swiss ball tree. 10 adjustable 

arms allow you to store balls of all sizes. Lightweight powder-coated steel.

Dimensions: 190cm x 100cm x 100cm

5 Rings x 31cm diameter.

5 Rings x 41cm diameter.

Balls not included. 

 6-573      ea   $199.00

Swiss Ball Stacker
 Set of 3 clear plastic rings that allow easy 

stacking of Swiss Balls on top of each other. 

Great for gymnasiums, schools and any facility 

where storage space is limited. Use single rings 

to stop individual Swiss Balls from rolling away. 

Balls not included. 

 2-006      set of 3   $25.00

Swiss Ball Wall Rack
  Fantastic storage solution for facilities with limited floor space. Wall mounted via 6 specially moulded 

brackets (fixings not included). Hinged shelves can fold down for storage and fold up flat when not in use. 

Overall size: 271cm(L) x 97cm(H) and shelves extend 52cm from wall. Can store up to eight Swiss balls 

from 55cm to 75cm diameter.

Balls not included.  

  6-572        ea    $165.00

Set of 3
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Excellent for wall 
throws, partner drills 
and med ball squats!

Wall balls have a soft outer shell 

and uniform size which makes 

them ideal for dynamic moves and 

throwing and catching exercises. 

Not suitable for slamming.

 6-180   4kg – 23cm diameter    ea   $25.00
 6-181    6kg – 23cm diameter     ea   $30.00
 6-182    8kg – 23cm diameter     ea   $37.50
  6-183    10kg – 23cm diameter   ea   $45.00
 6-184    12kg – 25cm diameter     ea   $55.00
 6-185    15kg – 25cm diameter     ea   $67.50
 6-186    20kg – 25cm diameter     ea   $99.00
  6-187    Complete Set   kit   $325.00

Excellent for throwing and 
slamming exercise!

Slam balls are constructed with a strong 

outer rubber casing filled with special 

iron sand. The pliable outer shell also 

adds variety when using the ball as a 

platform for floor based exercises. 

WEIGHT TRAINING

Slam Balls

 6-196    Yellow: 4kg    ea    $70.00
  6-197   Green: 6kg    ea   $75.00
  6-198   Red: 8kg    ea   $80.00
  6-199   Blue: 10kg    ea   $85.00
 6-175    Complete Set   kit   $279.00

Wall Balls

BUY SET

BUY SET

35cm 
dia

Weight TrainingAll prices include GST. Bulky items with  have extra freight charges. 323
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 6-208-4     4kg – Yellow    ea  $95.00
  6-208-6    6kg – Green    ea   $115.00
  6-208-8    8kg – Red    ea   $135.00
  6-208-10    10kg – Blue    ea   $155.00
  6-209     Complete Set   kit  $449.00

Double Grip Med Ball

BUY SET

28cm 
dia

Great for adding variety and 
intensity to your work out!
First grade textured rubber surface ensures a 

strong and safe grip while performing a huge 

range of exercises.

BUY SET

Ideal for exercise routines that 
focus on core strength & power!

All leather 8 panel medicine ball made from 

tough, high grade split leather.

23cm dia 31cm dia 35cm dia

16cm dia 20cm dia 23cm dia

Leather Medicine Ball
 All leather 8 panel medicine ball made from tough, high 

grade split leather. Not suitable for slamming. 

 6-205   1.25kg – 16cm   ea   $20.00
 6-204   2.5kg – 20cm   ea   $30.00
 6-203   3kg – 23cm   ea   $35.00
 6-202   4kg – 23cm   ea   $45.00
 6-201   5kg – 31cm   ea   $50.00

 6-200   10kg – 35cm   ea   $80.00
 6-206   Complete Set   kit   $235.00

DOUBLE GRIP MED BALL

LEATHER MED BALL

Weight Training All prices include GST.Bulky items with  have extra freight charges. 324
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Med Ball Sling
 Convert medicine balls into a total core conditioning tool 

great for rotational and explosive movements. Constructed 

with heavy duty webbing and elastic for easy setup. Suitable 

for medicine or slam balls up to 23cm in diameter. Ball not 

included. 

 6-220      ea   $24.50

 6-215-1   1kg – 19cm diameter   ea  $35.00
 6-215-2   2kg – 19cm diameter   ea  $40.00
 6-215-3   3kg – 23cm diameter   ea  $45.00
 6-215-4   4kg – 23cm diameter   ea  $52.50
 6-215-5   5kg – 23cm diameter   ea  $60.00

 6-215-6   6kg – 29cm diameter   ea   $67.50

 6-215-7   7kg – 29cm diameter   ea   $75.00
 6-215-8   8kg – 29cm diameter   ea   $85.00
 6-215-9   9kg – 29cm diameter   ea   $95.00
 6-215-10   10kg – 29cm diameter   ea   $115.00
 6-216   Complete Set   kit   $599.00

Rubber Medicine Ball

A must have item in any 
fitness facility.

Made from high quality durable rubber, you can 

throw, bounce, catch and hold for a huge variety 

of exercises. Colour coded by weight for easy 

identification.

BUY SET

6 - 10kg

29cm 
dia

3 - 5kg

23cm 
dia

1 - 2kg

19cm 
dia

RUBBER MED BALL

Weight TrainingAll prices include GST. Bulky items with  have extra freight charges. 325
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10 Ball Medicine Ball Rack
 Perfect for keeping the training room tidy. Size: 150cm(H) x 

30cm(W) x 56cm(L)

Weight: 8kg

Some assembly required. 

 6-638      ea   $125.00

Rotating Medicine Ball Rack
 16 ball rack suitable for all sizes of HART Medicine Balls, Wall Balls 

and Slam Balls. All levels rotate for easy access. 

Height: 165cm 

Diameter: 107cm 

Weight: 40kg

Some assembly required. 

 6-195      ea   $399.00

Rubber Medicine Ball Set 
1kg to 10kg with Rack
 Includes:

� 10 x HART Rubber Med Balls (1kg to 10kg)

� 1 HART 10 Ball Medicine Ball Rack 

  6-219       kit   $715.00

Rubber Medicine Ball Set 
1kg to 10kg with Rotating Rack
 Includes:

� 16 x HART Rubber Medicine Balls

(1 x 1kg, 2kg, 9kg, 10kg and 

2 x 3kg, 4kg, 5kg, 6kg, 7kg, 8kg)

� 1 HART Rotating Medicine Ball Rack 

  6-211        kit  $1,295.00

5 Ball Medicine Ball Rack
 Perfect for keeping the training room tidy. Easy for users to remove 

and replace balls.

Size: 35cm(L) x 30cm(W) x 150cm(H).

Weight: 5.5kg

Some assembly required. 

 6-637     ea   $99.00

Portable Medicine Ball Rack
 Heavy duty design with lockable castor wheels so you can easily 

move and store up to 15 Medicine Balls. Each layer can hold a 

maximum of 60kg.

Size: 130cm (L) x 50cm (W) x 96cm (H).

Weight: 13kg

Some assembly required. 

 6-644      ea   $159.00

Rubber Med Ball Set 
with Portable Rack
 Includes:

� 14 x HART Rubber Med Balls

(2x 2kg, 3kg, 4kg, 5kg and 

1 x 1kg, 6kg, 7kg, 8kg, 9kg, 10kg)

� 1 HART Portable Medicine Ball Rack   

 6-210       kit   $925.00

Rubber Medicine Ball Set 
2kg to 10kg with Rack
 Includes:

� 5 x HART Rubber Med Balls

( 1x 2kg, 4kg, 6kg, 8kg, 10kg)

� 1 HART 5 Ball Medicine Ball Rack 

  6-218      kit  $415.00

BALL & RACK SETS RACKSBUY 
SET

H

H
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 Take your training to the 
next level. 

The specially designed PVC Aqua 

Bag and Ball fills with water to create 

movement within the ball, making 

you work your core and stabilising 

muscles twice as hard, while 

increasing your workload at the same 

time. Soft neoprene handles on 

allow you to recreate any range of 

exercises making this the ultimate 

training tool. Specially designed 

dual valve for air and water 

inflation. Foot pump included. 

AQUA BALL & BAG

STRONGMAN BAG

Foot Pump

Included

Dual Valve

For Air & Water

 Take your strength training up a 
notch. 

The strongman bags are a versatile training tool, 

perfect for bootcamps to add strongman training 

into the mix. Fill to your desired weight up to the 

bag maximum and get ready to challenge yourself. 

Double layer, high strength 1000D oxford nylon shell 

is double stitched with dual fold hook and loop 

closure ensures no leakage.

Bags are shipped empty and we recommend filling 

with standard dry pit sand. 

 $69.90
 ea 

 6-718-68 

 $59.90
 ea 

 6-718-45 45kg68kg

 $99.00
 ea 

 6-719 

 $109.00
 ea 

 6-720 

Bag

Ball
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Power Bag
 6-698-5   5kg - Yellow    ea    $65.00

 6-698-10   10kg - Green    ea    $80.00
 6-698-15   15kg - Red    ea    $95.00
 6-698-20   20kg - Blue    ea    $110.00
 6-698-25   25kg - Grey    ea    $135.00
 6-697   Complete Set    kit    $435.00

 Versatile training tool which 
can enhance any workout.

Alternative to a medicine ball, kettlebell or barbell. Padded 

webbing handles for easy gripping. Colour coded by weight 

for easy identification. Not suitable for slamming. Supplied 

filled, ready to use.

Size: 55cm (L) x 22cm diameter 

POWER BAG

BUY SET

20kg

5kg

25kg

10kg

15kg
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Fit Disc
 A combination of a Dumbbell, Medicine Ball and Slam Ball, 

use this product for a variety of exercises. Filled with tiny 

balls of steel shot, this multi-use disk is mess and leak free, 

and can cater to almost all your needs when it comes to 

weight training. 

 6-707-4   4kg   ea   $45.00
 6-707-6   6kg   ea   $50.00
 6-707-8   8kg   ea   $55.00
 6-707-10   10kg   ea   $60.00
 6-707-S   Complete Set   kit   $189.00

BUY SET

Weight Bag
 These bags can be used anywhere in any conditions to mimic all types of functional 

movement in your training. When filled with sand, they provide a progressive and 

challenging alternative to traditional strength training equipment. All bags are foam 

lined and covered with heavy duty vinyl for maximum durability and safety. Fantastic for 

strength, power, core stability and rotational movements, their application is only limited 

by your imagination. Bags are supplied empty and we recommend using standard dry 

pit sand for filling. Suitable for normal slamming.  

 6-700   10kg shell    ea    $100.00
 6-701   15kg shell    ea    $115.00
 6-702   20kg shell    ea    $130.00

 6-703   25kg shell    ea    $155.00
 6-704    30kg shell   ea    $170.00
 6-705   35kg shell    ea    $185.00

Weight Bags – Complete Set
 Includes one weight bag shell in each size: 10-35kg 

 6-706      kit   $769.00

BUY SET

25cm dia4kg

25cm dia6kg

32cm dia8kg

32cm dia10kg
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Steel Comp Kettlebells
 The HART Comp Kettlebells are all manufactured to the same size and specifications with 

the only difference being the weight. This allows users to progress up in weight without any 

technique changes. Handles are 3.2cm thick and made of exposed steel which is ideal for 

use with gym chalk so grip can be controlled. The large base makes a safer platform for 

push up type exercises. Colour coded for easy identification in the gym. 

BUY SET

Steel Comp Kettlebells – Progress Pack
 Ideal pack for the beginner to increase weight as technique and fitness increases.

Includes a 12kg, 16kg and 20kg kettlebell. 

 6-136      kit   $267.00 BUY KIT

 6-379-8   8kg – Yellow   ea   $59.00
 6-379-12   12kg – Green   ea   $79.00
 6-379-16   16kg – Red   ea   $99.00
 6-379-20   20kg – Blue   ea   $119.00
 6-379-24   24kg – Black   ea   $139.00
 6-135   Complete set   kit   $445.00

BUY KIT

Steel Kettlebell Gym Kit
 Includes:

� 2 x 8kg HART Steel Kettlebells

� 2 x 12kg HART Steel Kettlebells

� 2 x 16kg HART Steel Kettlebells

� 2 x 20kg HART Steel Kettlebells

� 2 x 24kg HART Steel Kettlebells

� 1 x HART Pro Kettlebell Rack
Some assembly required. 

 6-393    kit  $1,375.00

8kg 12kg

12kg

16kg

16kg

20kg

20kg

24kg
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Pro Kettlebell Rack
 Professional design and construction for safe and efficient storage of all styles of HART 

Kettlebells. Each rack is 115cm x 25cm and covered in 6mm rubber matting. Will comfortably 

hold 15 HART Comp Kettlebells or up to 22 HART Cast Iron Kettlebells depending on the size 

breakdown. 

Total size: 126cm(L) x 90cm(H) x 70cm(D). Weight: 44kg.

Some assembly required.  Kettlebells not included.

 6-773      ea   $545.00

Kettlebells
 Kettlebells are great for a huge range of drills to build strength, 

power, muscular endurance, balance and core strength. Cast iron 

with natural powder coated finish. Handles are standard, round 

and fluent. Rubber padded base. 

6-381-4  4kg   ea   $39.00
 6-381-8   8kg   ea   $59.00
 6-381-12   12kg   ea   $79.00
 6-381-16   16kg   ea   $99.00
 6-381-20   20kg   ea   $119.00
 6-381-24   24kg   ea   $139.00
  6-132     Complete Set    kit  $479.00

BUY SET

Kettlebell Gym Kit
 Includes:

� 2 x 4kg HART Kettlebells

� 2 x 8kg HART Kettlebells

� 2 x 12kg HART Kettlebells

� 2 x 16kg HART Kettlebells

� 2 x 20kg HART Kettlebells

� 2 x 24kg HART Kettlebells

� 1 x HART Pro Kettlebell Rack

Some assembly required. 

 6-394    kit  $1,450.00

Kettlebell Kit – Light
 Includes:

� 1 x 4kg HART Kettlebell

� 1 x 8kg HART Kettlebell

� 1 x 12kg HART Kettlebell 

 6-130    kit  $159.00

Kettlebell Kit – Heavy
 Includes:

� 1 x 16kg HART Kettlebell

� 1 x 20kg HART Kettlebell

� 1 x 24kg HART Kettlebell 

 6-131    kit  $319.00

BUY KIT

BUY KIT

BUY KIT

4kg 8kg 12kg 16kg 20kg 24kg

4kg 16kg

8kg 20kg

12kg 24kg
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Mega Gym Pack
 Includes a pair of HART Rubber Hex Dumbbells from 1kg to 50kg plus the HART Heavy Duty 

Dumbbell Rack (6- 324) and the HART Compact Dumbbell Rack (6-326). 

 6-368    kit  $3,750.00

 6-362-1   1kg   ea   $4.40
 6-362-2   2kg   ea   $8.80
 6-362-3   3kg   ea   $13.20
 6-362-4   4kg   ea   $17.60
 6-362-5   5kg   ea   $22.00

 6-362-6   6kg   ea   $26.40
 6-362-7   7kg   ea   $30.80
 6-362-8   8kg   ea   $35.20
 6-362-9   9kg   ea   $39.60
 6-362-10   10kg   ea   $44.00
 6-362-12.5   12.5kg   ea   $55.00

 6-362-15   15kg   ea   $66.00
 6-362-17.5   17.5kg   ea   $77.00
 6-362-20   20kg   ea   $88.00
 6-362-22.5   22.5kg   ea   $99.00
 6-362-25   25kg   ea   $110.00
 6-362-27.5   27.5kg   ea   $121.00
 6-362-30   30kg   ea   $132.00
 6-362-35   35kg   ea   $154.00
 6-362-40   40kg   ea   $176.00
 6-362-45   45kg   ea   $198.00
 6-362-50   50kg   ea   $220.00

Rubber Hex Dumbbells
 � Rubber encased hexagonal ends prevent chipping and protect flooring.

� Hex design prevents dumbbell rolling away.

� Ergo shaped handle with knurling.

� Embossed numbers for easy weight identification. 

� Length of Handle: 132mm. 

� Diameter of Handle 6kg and above: 33.5mm.

Sold individually 

1kg to 10kg Dumbbell Kit
 Includes a pair of each size HART Rubber Hex Dumbbells from 

1kg to 10kg, plus a HART Vertical Dumbbell Rack (6-314). 

 6-364    kit  $599.00

1kg to 50kg Set
 Set includes a pair of Rubber Hex 

Dumbbells from 1kg to 50kg. A total of 44 

dumbbells. 

 6-365    kit  $2,990.00

BUY KIT

BUY KIT

BUY KIT

44 dumbbells

(22 pairs of 1kg - 50kg 
Rubber Hex Dumbbells)

20 dumbbells

(10 pairs of 1kg - 10kg 
Rubber Hex Dumbbells 

+ Rack)

44 dumbbells
� 22 pairs of 1kg - 50kg Rubber Hex Dumbbells

� Heavy Duty Rack (6-324)

� Compact Rack (6-326)

36 dumbbells

(18 pairs of 1kg - 30kg 
Rubber Hex Dumbbells)

1kg to 30kg Set
 Set includes a pair of Rubber Hex 

Dumbbells from 1kg to 30kg. A total of 36 

dumbbells. 

 6-363    kit  $1,750.00

BUY PACK
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Vertical Dumbbell Rack
 � Strong, stable rack holds 10 pairs of dumbbells. Solid 3mm vertical racks 

are 85mm apart which allow any type of HART Dumbbell to be stored 

(including HART Vinyl Dumbbells).

� Dimensions: 72cm(L) x 62cm(W) x 136cm(H).

� Weight: 15kg.

� Full Commercial Warranty.

Suitable for ALL styles of HART Dumbbells. Heavier dumbbells above 10kg 

will not fit on adjacent slots. 

 6-314      ea   $199.00
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Heavy Duty Dumbbell Rack
 � Keep your workout area organised, clean and most importantly, safe.

� Heavy duty 50mm x 75mm mainframe features a reversed pitch design that allows easy access to all three tiers.

� Heavy gauge steel with all-4-side welded construction is de-burred inside and out for user safety.

� Dimensions: 155cm(L) x 58cm(W) x 80cm(H).

� Weight: 44kg.

� Full Commercial Warranty.

Not suitable for Vinyl Dumbbells. Will fit a pair of HART Rubber Hex Dumbbells from 1kg to 25kg or 17.5kg to 50kg 

 6-324      ea   $499.00

COMMERCIAL
RATED

COMMERCIAL

Length: 155cm

Compact Dumbbell Rack
 � Keep your workout area organised, clean and safe.

� Heavy duty 50mm x 75mm mainframe with reversed pitch design allowing easy access to all three tiers.

� Heavy gauge steel with all-4-side welded construction is de-burred inside and out for user safety.

� Dimensions: 100cm(L) x 50cm(W) x 75cm(H).

� Rack Length: 84cm

� Weight: 20kg.

� Full Commercial Warranty.

Not suitable for Vinyl Dumbbells. Fully loaded will fit a pair of HART Rubber Hex Dumbbells from 1 to 15kg or 12.5kg 

to 30kg. Not suitable for Rubber Hex Dumbbells above 30kg. 

 6-326      ea   $255.00

COMMERCIAL
RATED

Length: 100cm

12kg Vinyl Dumbbell Set
 � 2 x 1kg Vinyl Dumbbells

� 2 x 2kg Vinyl Dumbbells

� 2 x 3kg Vinyl Dumbbells

� 1 x Carry Case 

 6-383    set  $65.00

Flat edge prevents rolling 
away when not in use.

Vinyl Dumbbells
 Cast iron dumbbells coated in soft durable PVC. 

Colour coded for easy weight identification. 

 6-347-1   1kg - Yellow   ea   $5.00
 6-347-2   2kg - Green   ea   $10.00
 6-347-3   3kg - Red   ea   $15.00

 6-347-4   4kg - Blue   ea   $20.00
 6-347-5   5kg - Black   ea   $25.00
 6-347-6   6kg - Orange   ea   $30.00

Jogging / Aerobic Weights
 Coated in soft durable PVC for greater comfort. Contoured 

for extra grip, great for dynamic exercises or when grip 

strength is limited. 

 6-346-1   1kg   ea   $5.00
 6-346-2   2kg   ea   $10.00

1kg2kg
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12 plates

(6 pairs of 1.25kg - 20kg 
Bumper Plates

Olympic Spring 
Collars
 Suitable for Olympic Bars only. Olympic 

Bars have a diameter of 50-51mm.  

 6-331    pr  $10.50

Easy Lock 
Olympic Collars
 Strong nylon resin construction with 

internal pressure pads. Easy to use 

and each collar only weighs 175g. Suit 

Olympic Bars only. 

 6-340       pr   $37.50

Gym Chalk
 100% pure magnesium carbonate to keep hands dry for 

secure grip. One pack contains eight individual 2oz blocks.  

 6-710       pk    $33.50

Olympic Bumper Plates
 IWF colour coded. Steel inner ring: 50.4 to 50.8mm. Weight 

tolerance 3%. 

Rubber Coated Plates
 6-351-1.25   1.25kg – Green   ea   $9.00
 6-351-2.5   2.5kg – Red   ea   $18.00

Solid Rubber Bump Plates
 Ideal for Olympic Style lifts. 

 6-351-5  5kg – White  ea   $40.00
 6-351-10   10kg – Green   ea   $80.00
 6-351-15   15kg – Yellow   ea   $120.00
 6-351-20   20kg – Blue   ea   $160.00
 6-351-25   25kg – Red   ea   $200.00

COMMERCIAL
RATED

Bumper Plate Set 
with Rack
 Includes:

� 1 HART Toaster Rack

� 2 HART Bumper Plates 1.25kg

� 2 HART Bumper Plates 2.5kg

� 2 HART Bumper Plates 5kg

� 2 HART Bumper Plates 10kg

� 2 HART Bumper Plates 15kg

� 2 HART Bumper Plates 20kg

� 2 HART Bumper Plates 25kg 

 6-366       kit   $1,285.00

30mm

1
6
5
m
m

2.5kg

25mm

5kg

52mm

10kg

70mm

15kg

80mm

20kg

105mm

4
5
0
m
m

25kg

1
4
4
m
m

21mm

1.25kg

2 x each weight from 1.25kg up to 20kg

6-351-SP  kit $769.00

Bumper Plate Starter Pack

BUY PACK

BUY SET
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Combination
Bearings

Olympic Bar
 Hard chrome alloy steel bar with combination needle 

bearings and brass bushings provides great feel and 

freely rotating sleeves. Dual knurl markings. No centre 

knurling.

All round bar suitable for Olympic and power lifts or 

general training. 

 6-357       ea   $379.00

 Specifications:

� Max loading 650kg

� Length: 220cm

� Diameter: 28mm

� Weight: 20kg

� Construction: Alloy Steel Bar 

with hard chrome surface

� 8 piece needle bearing plus 

brass bushing

� Tensile Strength: 185000 PSI Dual knurl 
marks

Rubber Coated Olympic Plates
 Rubber coated to protect both the plate and gym floor. 51mm inner ring suits all 

Olympic Bars. 

 6-372-1.25  1.25kg  ea   $7.00
 6-372-2.5  2.5kg  ea   $14.00
 6-372-5  5kg – Tri-Grip  ea   $28.00

 6-372-10  10kg – Tri-Grip  ea   $56.00
 6-372-15  15kg – Tri-Grip  ea   $84.00
 6-372-20  20kg – Tri-Grip  ea   $112.00

BUY PACK
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10kg
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2.5kg

1
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2
m
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1.25kg

Pack
 6-372-P   2 x each weight   kit   $539.00

Rubber Coated Olympic Plates

12 plates

(6 pair of 1.25kg - 20kg 
Olympic Plates

Olympic Bar – 500kg
 � Length 218.5cm.

� Steel sleeve and brass bushings.

� Weight 20kg.

� Bar thickness 30mm.

� Weight rating – 500kg. 

  6-353      ea   $199.00

Olympic Bar – 6ft
 � Length 183cm.

� Steel sleeve and brass bushings.

� Weight 15kg.

� Bar thickness 28.5mm.

� Weight rating – 300kg. 

 6-356      ea    $165.00

Olympic Curl Bar
 � Length 120cm.

� Steel sleeve and brass bushings.

� Weight 9.5kg.

� Bar thickness 28.5mm. 

 6-359      ea    $95.00

Brass bushings are more economical and suitable for general lifting.BRASS BUSHINGS and STEEL SLEEVE
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Standard Weight Tree and Bar Rack
 � 2 bar holders, 450kg load rating.

� Six 25mm x 200mm storage posts keep plates safely suspended off the floor for 

easy storage and removal.

� Two standard bar holders keep bars upright.

� Designed with central weight load distribution that virtually eliminates the risk 

of tipping.

� Features heavy-duty 50mm x 50mm high tensile strength steel with all-4-side 

welded construction and finished with ultra-tough electrostatically applied 

powder coat finish.

� Size: 50cm(L) x 58cm(W) x 100cm(H).

� Weight: 10kg.

� Full Commercial Warranty

Weights not included. 

 6-328      ea   $165.00

COMMERCIAL
RATED

Olympic Weight Tree and Bar Rack
 � 2 bar holders, 450kg load rating.

� Six 50mm x 200mm weight plate storage posts keep plates safely suspended 

off the floor for easy storage and removal.

� Two Olympic bar holders store all styles of Olympic bars.

� Designed with central weight load distribution that virtually eliminates the risk 

of tipping.

� Features heavy-duty 50mm x 50mm and 50mm x 75mm high tensile 

strength steel with all-4-side welded construction and finished with ultra-tough 

electrostatically applied powder coat finish.

� Dimensions: 50cm(L) x 100cm(H) x 58cm(W).

� Weight: 13kg.

� Full Commercial Warranty

Weights and bars not included. 

 6-327      ea   $185.00
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Trunk Blaster Base
 The entire body can be targeted with this floor based rotational platform. Insert 

a barbell into the sleeve, add weight if required then perform any number of 

powerful one arm, two arm or rotational exercises. Can be permanently bolted 

to the floor or taken anywhere with the welded handle. Features rubber non-slip 

base. Can be used with Olympic or Regular barbells.

Base Plate: 40cm (L) x 48cm (W) x 1cm (H). Olympic Bar Sleeve is 30cm long. 

Regular Bar Sleeve is 12.5cm long. Weight: 23kg.

Barbells and weights are not included. 

 6-770      ea   $259.00

Toaster Rack
 � Designed specifically to hold an entire set of HART Olympic Bumper Plates but will store any 

type of plate weight.

� Handle and 75mm wheels allow for simple transport around the gym, even when fully loaded.

� Total dimensions: 140cm(L) x 35cm(W) x 26cm(H).

� Large plate section has 2 slots each of widths: 110mm, 85mm, 70mm, 55mm, 30mm.

� Small plate section has 2 slots each of widths: 45mm, 40mm, 35mm. 

 6-308       ea   $175.00

COMMERCIAL
RATED
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Lifting Straps
 Lifting straps help support the wrist, enhance bar grip and reduce 

fatigue. Padded wrist section for comfort. Loop system suitable for all 

sizes.

Size: 58cm (L) x 4cm (W) 

 6-108      pr   $10.00

XP2 Training Gloves
 Designed for comfort, durability, and ultimate hand protection. Suede 

palm enhances grip while the snug fit prevents slipping within the 

glove. Sheepskin leather and spandex back for breathability and 

comfort. Easily pull on off or off with pull tags. 

 6-112-S     Small    pr  $14.90
 6-112-M     Medium    pr   $14.90
 6-112-L     Large    pr  $14.90

Lifting Straps

Barbell
 � Bar Length: 6ft

� 25mm diameter.

� Weight: 7kg.

� Inner distance between collars: 1100mm.

Collars not included. 

 6-345      ea   $45.00

Regular Spring Collars
 Suits 25mm regular barbells and dumbbell handles. 

 6-342-B      pr   $2.90

6ft

35cm

7KG

1.4KG

Dumbbell Handle
Collars not included.

 6-343     ea   $13.50

Barbell Pad
 Lift heavier without the pain of the bar straight on your 

neck and shoulders. Oxford cloth covered barbell pad 

with neoprene inner roll provides just the right amount 

of padding. Length: 40cm. 

Outside diameter: 90mm

Inner diameter: 30mm. 

 6-721      ea   $22.50       

Foam Barbell Pad
 Solid single piece foam pad. Centre cutout provides a 

comfortable lifting position for your neck. Length: 44cm long

Outside diameter:  100mm

Inside diameter: 35mm 

6-73 5      ea   $9.90

Rubber Coated Regular Plates
 Cast iron with 5mm black rubber coating. Square edge. 26.5mm 

steel inner ring. 

 6-349-1.25   1.25kg   ea   $5.00
 6-349-2.5   2.5kg   ea   $10.00
 6-349-5   5kg   ea   $20.00

 6-349-10   10kg   ea  $40.00
 6-349-20   20kg   ea   $80.00
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20kg
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5
m
m

10kg

2
2
3
m
m

5kg

1
6
5
m
m

2.5kg

1
4
5
m
m

1.25kg

BUY PACK

10 plates

(5 pairs of 1.25kg - 20kg 
Rubber Plates

Pack
 6-349-P   2 x each weight   kit   $279.00

Rubber Coated Regular Plates

25mm
diameter

25mm
diameter
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 The HART Weighted Tyre has all of 

the elements of a functional workout 

tyre, but with the added benefit of a 

vinyl cover and easy grip handles. 

Perfect for both indoor and outdoor 

use, the HART Weighted Tyre allows 

for a wide variety of strength and 

conditioning exercises. Use the 

HART Weighted Tyre for tyre flips, 

dead lifts, farmers walk, raised 

push ups, leg press, plyo jumps 

and so much more! Vinyl covering 

makes it easy to wipe down after 

each use. 

WEIGHTED TYRE

 $1,090.00
 ea 

 6-699-80 

 $890.00
 ea 

 6-699-60 

Vinyl Covering 

Perfect For 

Indoor Or Outdoor

Easy Grip 

Handles

60kg

80kg
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Rubber Gym Tile
 Commercial grade black recycled rubber 

tile with 10% EPDM blue coloured speckle. 

Bevelled edges. Ideal flooring solution for 

gymnasiums and fitness studios. 

Size: 50cm (L) x 50cm (W) x 15mm (T). Each 

tile weighs 3kg. 

 6-760      ea   $14.50
   Multi Buy 100+  $13.00

Interlocking Gym Tile
 Seamless flooring solution is great for gyms, 

fitness studios and rec centres. Tiles interlock 

together making installation quick and easy. Mats 

are anti-skid, fire resistant, noise reducing and 

shock absorbing. Recycled rubber with blue/

white speck. Each tile is 50cm (L) x 50cm (W) x 

6mm (T). Set of 8 covers two square metres. 

 6-775      set of 8   $99.00
 Multi Buy 10+  $89.00

COMMERCIAL
RATED

 The Glute Hamstring Developer is specifically designed to target the posterior 

chain muscles (lower back, gluteals, hamstrings and calves). Constructed 

from heavy gauge steel with powder coated finish. Extra wide base 

eliminates rocking. Extra thick, contoured support pads. Chequered non-slip 

backing plate. Seven position pop-pin adjustment. Foot holder heights are 

independently adjustable. Wheels for easy transport.

Dimensions: 149cm(L) x 94cm(W) x 104cm(H).

Weight: 44kg.

Full Commercial Warranty.  $799.00
 ea 

 6-294 

Essential training tool to 
build a core strength!

GHD BENCH

COMMERCIAL
RATED

� 7 position pop pin adjusts for 
different heights and exercises

� Thick contoured pads for 
comfort

Covers

2m2 Set of 8 6mm thick15mm thick
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Flat/Incline/Decline Bench
 � Adjusts from 90° incline down to 20° decline.

� Over 450kg capacity.

� Specifically designed with a shortened base frame to fit perfectly in the HART Multi-Press Station 

(6-319) or HART Power Rack (6-321).

� Features quick, easy, solid and secure six position ladder style back pad adjustment.

� Adjustable seat pad allows all size users to do bent knee sit ups and ab crunches with proper 

lower back support and hip alignment.

� Includes T-Bar Leg Hold Down Attachment.

� Thick, rich, DuraFirm™ upholstery.

� Includes wheels for easy mobility.

� Total Size: 148cm(L) x 68cm(W) x 55cm(H). 132cm(H) when inclined.

� Body Pad Size: 24cm (W) x 80cm (L) x 5cm (T).  

� Seat pad: 24.5cm/18cm (W) x 31cm (L) x 5cm (T).

� Weight: 26kg.

� Full Commercial Warranty. 

 6-320      ea   $435.00

COMMERCIAL
RATED

BENCHES
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Flat Bench
 � Perfect for all basic barbell and dumbbell exercises.

� Commercial 50mm x 75mm heavy duty gauge steel 

mainframe.

� Wide base eliminates rocking.

� Extra thick DuraFirm™ pad.

� All four side welded construction.

� Includes wheels for easy mobility.

� Recommended max user weight: 120kg

� Total Size: 115cm(L) x 58cm(W) x 50cm(H).

� Pad: 25cm (W) x 105cm (L) x 6.5cm (T).

� Weight: 19kg.

� Full Commercial Warranty 

 6-317      ea   $275.00

Flat/Incline Bench
 � Adjusts from flat to 90° in nine positions with convenient 'one 

touch' pop-pin.

� Double incline adjustments are perfect for a variety of 

dumbbell and barbell exercises.

� Commercial 50mm x 75mm heavy duty gauge steel 

mainframe.

� “Glide and Lock” seat and back pad adjustment system.

� Full 70mm thick DuraFirm™ seat and back pads.

� Includes wheels for easy mobility.

� Recommended max user weight: 120kg

� Total Size: 130cm(L) x 53cm(W) x 44cm(H) (115cm(H) when 

inclined).

� Body Pad Size: 24.5cm (W) x 85cm (L) x 6.5cm (T). 

� Seat pad: 23cm/16.5cm (W) x 30cm (L) x 6.5cm (T).

� Weight: 26kg.

� Full Commercial Warranty. 

 6-318      ea   $425.00

COMMERCIAL
RATED

COMMERCIAL
RATED

COMMERCIAL
RATED
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Pro Squat Stands
 � Full commercial grade heavy duty squat stands made of 

strong 75mm steel tubing.

� Base plates are 50cm (L) x 40cm (W) x 1cm (T).

� Adjustable to 15 different heights from 94cm to 164cm.

� Extra long 20cm bar catch for safe and easy barbell docking.

� Each stand weighs 25kg.

� Recommended max load: 500kg

Plate weights and bar not included. 

  6-767        pr    $445.00

Pro Squat Stand Combo – Flat Bench
 Includes:

1 x HART Pro Squat Stand

1 x Flat Bench 

 6-148      kit   $649.00

Pro Squat Stand Combo – Flat/Incline Bench
 Includes:

1 x HART Pro Squat Stand

1 x Flat/Incline Bench 

 6-146      kit   $785.00

STAND & BENCH COMBOS SAVE 10% OFF INDIVIDUAL PRICES

COMMERCIAL
RATED
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COMMERCIAL
RATED

Squat Stand
 � Solid and stable, this Squat Rack holds the bar safe and secure.

� Adjusts from 75cm to 150cm for a variety of free-weight 

exercises and user heights.

� Perfect for squats, lunges, calf raises and much more!

� Only suitable for use with full size Olympic Bars (6-3557 and 

6-353).

� Recommended max load 250kg.

� Dimensions: 115cm(W) x 93cm(L) x 75cm to 150cm(H)

� Weight: 21kg.

� Light Commercial Warranty. 

  6-322       ea   $269.00

Squat Stand Combo
 Includes:

1 x HART Squat Stand

1 x Flat Bench 

 6-149      kit   $489.00

Squat Stand Combo – Flat/Incline Bench
 Includes:

1 x HART Squat Stand

1 x Flat/Incline Bench 

 6-147      kit   $625.00

STAND & BENCH COMBOS SAVE 10% OFF INDIVIDUAL PRICES
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Multi-Press Station
 � Ultimate safety and freedom for your freeweight barbell workouts.

� 14 position gun rack can handle over 450kg and gives the user the 

ability to walk the bar up and down without removing plates.

� Includes oversized 42cm long safeties constructed from 50mm x 

75mm 11-gauge steel.

� Mainframe uprights are set to a 7° reverse pitch that accommodates 

the body’s natural lifting path.

� Features four Olympic plate storage posts that suspend weights for 

quick and easy access while keeping your workout area organised.

� Compatible with HART Flat / Incline / Decline Bench (6-320) so all 

bench based routines can be performed.

� Only suitable for use with full size Olympic Bars (6-357 and 6-353).

� Dimensions: 113cm(L) x 160cm(W) x 185cm(H).

� Weight: 71kg.

� Full Commercial Warranty. 

 6-319    ea  $745.00

Multi-Press Rack Combo
 Includes:

1 x HART Multi-Press Station

1 x Flat Bench 

  6-144         kit   $915.00

Multi-Press Flat/Incline 
Combo
 Includes:

1 x HART Multi-Press Station

1 x Flat/Incline Bench   

   6-142      kit    $1,050.00

Multi-Press Flat/Incline/
Decline Combo
 Includes:

1 x HART Multi-Press Station

1 x Flat/Incline/Decline Bench  

  6-140        kit   $1,059.00

RACK & BENCH COMBOS SAVE 10% OFF INDIVIDUAL PRICES

COMMERCIAL
RATED
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Power Rack
 � Freedom of movement combined with adjustable racking and safety positions 

make the HART Power Rack a must have for those who want to strength train without 

compromise.

� Designed to work with all types of benches and engineered for extreme workouts.

� Heavy duty 11-gauge high tensile strength steel frames feature all four side welded 

construction and oversized industrial strength hardware.

� 75mm x 75mm vertical support columns.

� 102cm wide knurled chinning bar.

� Heat tempered lift-offs and sabre-style safety rods keep your workout simple, safe 

and effective.

� Electrostatically applied powder coat finish resists chipping and scratching.

� Only suitable for use with full size Olympic Bars (6-357 and 6-353).

� Dimensions: 123cm(L) x 115cm(W) x 205cm(H).

� Maximum recommended load: 450kg

� Weight: 87kg.

� Full Commercial Warranty. 

 6-321      ea   $995.00

Power Rack Flat Combo
 Includes:

1 x HART Power Rack

1 x Flat Bench 

 6-145      kit   $1,139.00

Power Rack Flat/Incline 
Combo
 Includes:

1 x HART Power Rack

1 x Flat/Incline Bench 

 6-143      kit   $1,275.00

Power Rack Flat/Incline/ 
Decline Combo
 Includes:

1 x HART Power Rack

1 x Flat/Incline/Decline Bench 

 6-141      kit   $1,285.00

RACK & BENCH COMBOS SAVE 10% OFF INDIVIDUAL PRICES

COMMERCIAL
RATED
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VKR/Dip/Chin/Push Up Station
 � Rock solid support and stability is delivered via heavy-gauge 50mm x 

50mm steel frames with all-4- side welded construction.

� 10° reverse pitch increases abdominal range of motion and securely locks 

you into position.

� Lat Pull-Up / Chin-Up Station features easy step up entry.

� Easy access Dip Station features oversized diameter grips for ultimate 

comfort.

� Push-Up Station is cushioned and mounted a full 30cm off the floor for 

the deepest chest building push ups possible.

� Ultra thick DuraFirm™ back pad features extra lumbar support.

� Dimensions: 143cm(L) x 108cm(W) x 205cm(H).

� Weight: 49kg.

� Full Commercial Warranty. 

 6-323      ea   $650.00

Dipping Belt
 Heavy duty Dipping Belt allows 

you to add load to bodyweight 

exercises. A modern thermo foam 

design provides comfort while 

evenly distributing the weight. 

Suitable for all weight plates. 

 6-107      ea   $39.90

Dipping Belts are a great way to add resistance 
when using Dip Bars and Chin-up Bars.

Multi Grip Chin-up Bar
  � 200kg rating.

� A serious piece of equipment that allows for a full range

of pull ups. Heavy duty brackets support the 28.5mm

bars with 14 sections of knurling. Powder coat finish.

� Size: 131cm(W) x 60cm(H) x 58cm(D) 

� Weight: 20kg

Designed for indoor use only. 

Assembly and installation required. 

Fixing bolts not included.  

  6-389       ea  $185.00

Loaded Push Up Pad
 Test your strength! This padded rack allows extra weight to be loaded on 

the back comfortably for weighted push ups. 

Pad is 50cm (L) x 25cm (W) x 4cm (H). Olympic Sleeve 25cm long. 

Suits Olympic Plates only.

Please note: This is a partner based training device and exercises must 

always be performed with a spotter. 

 6-761      ea   $49.00

COMMERCIAL
RATED

COMMERCIAL
RATED
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Weight Vest – 10kg
 � Contains 38 soft 255g weights

� Two crossover straps for extra strength and support.

� If weight adjustments are required, individual weights can easily be 

removed and a maximum of 2.5kg of extra weight can be added.  

  6-561     10kg   ea    $165.00

Pro Weight Vest
 Easily and comfortably add resistance to any 

workout with the HART 5kg Weight Vest. The 

contoured design provides a snug fit during 

exercise, with the easily adjustable double 

crossover strap providing a safe secure fit. 

The 16 removable gel blocks distribute weight 

evenly around the vest, promoting better 

technique and maximum comfort during your 

workout. Versatile training tool with one size 

fitting most.  

  6-549     5kg   ea    $99.00

Wrist/Ankle Weights
 Mesh outer casing for superior comfort and breathability. 

Hook and loop closure ensures a snug fit. Zip allows weights 

to be added or removed. Can be used on ankles or wrists. 

 6-563-1   2 x 500g   pr   $30.00
 6-563-2   2 x 1kg   pr   $33.00
 6-563-3   2 x 1.5kg   pr   $36.00
 6-563-4   2 x 2kg   pr   $39.00

Weight Vest – 20kg
 � Contains 38 soft 508g weights

� Two crossover straps for extra strength and support.

� If weight adjustments are required, individual weights 

can easily be removed, we do not recommend adding 

extra weight to this vest 

  6-562    20kg     ea   $259.00

Spare Weights
  Spare weights to suit HART 10kg (6-561) weighted vests. 

Pack includes 10 x 250g weight bags and carry bag. 

Individual bag size: 110mm x 43mm. 

 6-564        set  $27.00

Durable nylon vests with 

padded shoulders.

Double crossover velcro 

closures provides snug 

comfortable fit.

Removable weights are filled 

with iron granules.

So comfortable! Contoured, stylish 

design provides a snug fit while adding 

resistance to any body weight exercise

WEIGHT VEST

PRO 

5kg

10kg 20kg

WEIGHT VEST
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Adjustable Hand Grip
 Increase grip and forearm strength. Adjustable tension from 

approximately 10kg to 40kg. Soft TPR hand grips for comfort. 

 6-619      ea   $11.90

Squeeze Balls
 Develops the muscles of the fingers, hand, wrist and forearm. 

Ideal for rehabilitation, stroke recovery, arthritis, repetitive 

stress injuries and stress reduction. 

Size: 5cm diameter. 

 6-753   Red – Soft   ea   $5.50
 6-754   Blue – Hard   ea   $5.50

Strength Band
 These latex rubber bands are a very popular training 

aid for a large variety of applications. Great for assisted 

pull ups, attaching to bars and benches for increased 

resistance, power development and stretching the upper 

or lower body. All bands are 105cm long and 4.5mm 

thick. The strength is determined by the width. 

Level 1: 4kg – 20kg
 12-195   Yellow: 20mm wide   ea   $25.00
Level 2: 12kg – 35kg
 12-196   Green: 32mm wide   ea   $32.50
Level 3: 20kg – 50kg
 12-197   Red: 44mm wide   ea   $42.50
Level 4: 28kg – 65kg
 12-198   Blue: 65mm wide   ea   $52.50

Strength Band Pack
 12-241      set   $139.00

BUY SET

Mini Strength Band
 Versatile and portable tool to increase difficulty of any workout. 

Easily wrapped around feet, ankles or knees, these add more 

intensity than Resista Loops. Target smaller muscle groups for 

rehab or use with barbells for banded lifts and presses.  All bands 

are 30cm long and 4.5mm thick. The strength is determined by the 

width. 

Level 1: 13kg - 22kg
 12-185   Yellow: 2.2cm wide   ea  $7.50
Level 2: 18kg - 36kg
 12-186   Green: 3.2cm wide   ea  $10.50
Level 3: 22kg - 54kg
 12-187   Red: 4.4cm wide   ea  $13.50
Level 4: 27kg - 68kg
 12-188   Blue: 6.6cm wide   ea  $17.50

Mini Strength Band Pack
 12-240      set  $45.00

BUY SET

Full range of

RESISTANCE BANDS

Click here
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